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Publisher’s Note

Seasons. Change.
sea·son

‘sēzən/ noun, each of the four divisions
of the year marked by particular
weather patterns and daylight hours
change

change

‘CHānj/ verb, make or become different

C

an you feel it in the air? An unusually cool August
seems tailor-made for Colorado State University
football fans, who were treated to the Rams season
kickoff Aug. 26 in their new $220 million, 41,000seat venue. Built by Mortenson and designed by
Populous, the stadium will host not only home football games,
but also day-to-day events for CSU. The new building marks a
return to the on-campus stadium after nearly 50 years off site.
Described by one CSU fan, it’s the best stadium in America, and
it’s our cover story.
Fall brings with it not only football season, but also a return
to school. To that end, OZ Architecture writes about maker
spaces in schools from K-12 to higher education, while Hord
Coplan Macht looks at best practices school design for high
performance and health. And TreanorHL highlights its work
for Meadow Ridge Elementary School in our Inside & Out(side)
feature.
When it comes to the office, Kieding highlights the “homey” trend in design while Populous creates its new downtown
Denver digs with connectivity to its surroundings in mind.
As for hospitality, Johnson Nathan Strohe designed Boulder’s
dual-branded Hilton hotels, Embassy Suites and Hilton Garden
Inn, within walking distance of Folsum Field and downtown
Boulder. And a long-stalled project in Vail, the Lion (formerly
the Lionshead Inn), is roaring to life thanks to PCL Construction and OZ Architecture.
Residential construction continues at a steady clip. In this
issue, Norris Design outlines the Midtown redevelopment,
which appeals not only to millennials purchasing their first
homes, but also to baby boomers who are downsizing. Alliance
Construction Solutions spotlights its affordable Hidden Lake
Homes project in Westminster.
Finally, GE Johnson celebrated 50 years in business in 2017,
building diverse projects along the way, such as the Park Hyatt
Beaver Creek, U.S. Olympic Training Center and One DTC. Jim
Johnson reflects on the firm’s evolution.
Signs of development, design and construction are everywhere. Columnist Brad Buchanan speaks to the newly passed
Safe Occupancy Program while Andre Baros looks at design
close-up as well as from the long view.
As always, your projects and ideas are what keep the dialogue
interesting, so please keep them coming.

Kris Oppermann Stern
Publisher & Editor
kostern@crej.com
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Considering Community

Denver’s Safe Occupancy Program Protects All

I

n December, in an Oakland warehouse
called the Ghost Ship, a fire broke out
during a live show. The fire spread quickly; 36 people in the warehouse were killed.
The interior had been illegally and unsafely
Brad Buchanan modified to house an artist collective, includExecutive
ing living units and performance space. After
Director,
the tragedy, many pointed to the Bay Area’s afDenver
fordable housing crisis as the driver of unsafe,
Community
underground spaces like this one.
Planning
and DevelHere in Denver, horrified, we did a gut-check.
opment
Could it happen here? Real estate values are high
— not as high as the Bay Area, but high and climbing. Still, as Denver’s economy continues to fire on
all cylinders, even our industrial areas and large
warehouses are in demand.
Yet, following the fire in Oakland, the Denver
Fire Department began to learn about a handful
of smaller-scale spaces in the River North neighborhood occupied as group living spaces, livework, performance venues or some combination
of these. These spaces did not meet building and
fire code requirements, and we felt we had to act
to prevent a tragic outcome from happening here.
While city inspectors were able to avoid displacing

people from all but one of the sites, we had to require safety upgrades.
On the heels of these inspections, we heard the
anxiety from Denver’s creative community – in
group settings and one-on-one conversations. People feared being displaced. People are living in unpermitted buildings and doing work that isn’t up
to code because they’re drawn to the city but running out of options in it, they told us. It’s no secret:
Rent is too damn high.
And that’s a problem. We want Denver’s art and
DIY spaces to thrive. They infuse character, depth
and beauty into our neighborhoods. The River
North Art District, which was born from the creative community, should be able to retain its creative community.
The events of last winter drove home the idea
that we as a city need to find new ways to make it
safer, easier and less expensive for people to stay
in place.
We understand that hard costs – and perception
of a cumbersome process – have led many spaces
to forego permits in the first place. So we set out to
codify a path that would prioritize life safety and
emphasize collaborative problem solving.

New Construction
Renovation
From

Commercial
Residential

foundations
to front doors

Multi-family
Affordable
Mixed-Use
Senior Living
Education
Healthcare
Hospitality
Retail

we are

building
better livesTM
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Considering Community
In July, Denver City Council approved the Safe Occupancy Program, which offers legal occupancy and
flexible timelines so costs can be carefully managed
while a building is brought up to code. The first step
in this program is a scheduled safety inspection by
city code officials, but we would not require the owner
to correct violations right away unless there is a serious
life-safety concern. The owner would hire an architect
or other licensed professional and work with us to develop a plan for making sure their space is up to code.
The program is unique in that it allows people to continue living and working in their space. To our knowledge,
Denver is the first city in the country with a law allowing
legal occupancy while a building is being brought up to
code voluntarily.
The Safe Occupancy Program is open to most existing,
unpermitted buildings – not just creative spaces – through
January 2020.
It’s not the only answer to our affordability crisis, but it’s
one of many steps the city is taking to make spaces safer
and more accessible for all people in our community.
Fire and building codes are something most of us take
for granted. We assume that the houses, apartments, workplaces, entertainment venues and shops that we frequent
are safe. Those in real estate may mainly associate safety
codes with more bureaucratic red tape. But the work of
Denver’s plan reviewers and inspectors is critical to the
safety of every resident, worker or visitor to our city.

We want Denver’s art and
DIY spaces to thrive. The
River North Art District,
which was born from
the creative community,
should be able to retain
its creative community.
Safety codes protect people. Relaxing our codes and
looking the other way isn’t the answer.
Everyone deserves to live and work in buildings that are
safe. Safety can’t be compromised. But we believe it can be
achieved in creative ways, and our team is committed to
helping tenants and owners understand their options and
find solutions.
Find out more about the Safe Occupancy Program at
denvergov.org/safeoccupancy. \\
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In the Details

The City is the Canvas, and Buildings the Art

Y

ears ago, while walking through the
Art Institute of Chicago, I saw a piece
by Chuck Close at the other end of a
long corridor. Perhaps you have seen his work
as well, which is famous for its realism – so
Andre LH you know that from such a long distance each
Baros, AIA piece clearly seems to be a photograph. You may
Architect,
also know, then, that when you walk closer and
Shears
stand in the same room, the work reveals itself
Adkins
as a painting. Stepping even closer, however, getRockmore
ting into the work’s personal space and standing
face-to-face with the canvas, you see the intricacy
and complexity of the gridded, almost pointillist,
style of this work from this period. This perspective is vastly different than what we expected to
see when standing at the end of the corridor. Each
experience of the work of art has its own visual character – each valid, each distinct and each
worthwhile.
We all perceive the world around us from different vantage points, but whether we generally
zoom out to see the panoramic face in the painting
or zoom in to glimpse the richness of the brush
strokes, a full experience can be appreciated when
we pause to find a different perspective. If you always stay at a comfortable distance from the Chuck
Close painting, then it is always going to look basically the same whether you stand or sit, or move
a bit more to the left or right. The magic happens
when you choose to stick your nose right up to the
painting and stare, or walk to the other end of the
museum and squint, focusing on it as you look past
every other gallery.
What happens if we look at our buildings the
same way? If we start with a skyline view, zoomed
out, it is easy to lose the individual buildings to the
cityscape. Much like the painting at the other end
of the museum was “just a face,” the buildings in the
midst of the city are often “just buildings.” However,
if we begin to change our focus, we may start to see
more, even at this distance. Take, for example, the
Wells Fargo Center by Philip Johnson, which could
be viewed as just another high-rise in Denver. Still,
it is iconic, in part, because when you pause and
take note of its unique shape, you promptly realize
it looks like an old-fashioned cash register. Love it
or hate it, it is a distinctive marker that works at the
scale of the city. Another building that makes its
mark at the urban scale is the Sugar Cube Building
by KPMG, which distinctly overlaps light and dark
cubes to create a landmark in LoDo, clearly separate
from the skyline. It uses clarity and massing whereas the Cash Register uses form and height.
Recall the Chuck Close painting. There was a moment of surprise when our brains made the switch
from “photograph” to “painting.” Hopefully you can
think of buildings that have done the same thing
for you, providing that ah-ha moment as they
transformed from “building” to “architecture.” At
this middle scale, you notice the way that a form
16 / BUILDING DIALOGUE / SEPTEMBER 2017

Watermelon buildings reveal themselves layer by
layer.
manipulates light and shadow to create space. You
see the way that the materiality, pattern and layers of the facade tell a story. When speaking of the
conceptual relationship between the exterior and
interior layers of a building, architects sometimes
draw a comparison between “watermelon” buildings and “carrot” buildings. When you “cut” a watermelon building, you see the various green and
white layers of the rind protecting the juicy red
center. Watermelon buildings reveal themselves
layer by layer and are often about the story of crafting the components of the facade and inside spaces in demonstrative ways. These are the buildings
that revel in exposed bolts and expressive materials.
Whereas watermelon buildings are all about telling you how they are put together, carrot buildings
are about hiding the pieces and parts to emphasize the whole. When you cut a carrot, the layers are
all the same color and you need to look closely to
see the subtle patterns. Carrot buildings often have
narratives of carving and sculpting or museum-like
austerity that shifts the focus from the building to
the actions and objects inside. Next time you visit
a museum, consider how it is analogous to a giant,
white carrot. In essence, this medium scale narrates
the story and purpose of the tangible building.
How close is too close to look at a building: Feet?
Inches? Perhaps there is no such thing as “too close.”
When you come face-to-face with architecture, you
enter the world of craftspeople, designers and makers. Look around you, right now, and take a moment
to observe the grain of the wood a carpenter chose,
or the pattern of a fabric that a designer drew. Feel
the difference between a metal doorknob and a
wooden handrail. Like the watermelon and the
carrot, the brush strokes of a building can be used

In the Details
to tell a story or hide a distraction. Architects and
builders spend hours resolving the connection of a
door to a brick wall so that it has enough depth to
create a rich pedestrian experience – hours spent on
something people walk by without even paying attention to, but they notice. The emergency exit door
on the side of a big-box grocery store goes unnoticed
in a very different way than the emergency exit door
next to a revenue-driving retail storefront on Larimer
Square. On the former, the door is jammed in flush with
the brick without even a doorknob, screaming, “Don’t look
at me!” as loudly as the only other mark on the wall, the
graffiti. The latter door is set back from the brick, not just
a bit, but far enough that there are more layers of brick
added, and a light, and trim, and a step, and more. Here,
the color of the door is matched to the trim of the building, which itself is matched across every piece of exposed
metal on the facade and the door hardware painstakingly
selected to reinforce a story which can only be seen from
across the city. These tiny details, seemingly unimportant,
affect the whole and contribute to the building’s aesthetic
and mood. You may not pay attention, but you notice.
In order to fully appreciate the essence of Denver’s architecture, we must approach it like a Chuck Close painting: the panoramic, the human scale and the microscopic
perspectives. We must allow ourselves to zoom in and out
as we craft each building in this city in a new way, allowing it to share how it fits into Denver’s macro, micro and

Whereas watermelon
buildings are all about
telling you how they
are put together, carrot
buildings are about
hiding the pieces and
parts to emphasize
the whole.
human story, how it is artfully designed and constructed,
and how its details contribute to how we feel about the
overall experience. Chuck Close may not appreciate the
comparison of his brushstrokes to the rind of a watermelon, but I think he would get it. After all, the art we make
as we build our city is just a canvas, just another beginning
for the next layer of art to unfold. \\
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Moving Forward

Tradition,High-Tech Blend in Finance Space

T

he finance sector continues
to transform as it adapts to
several major forces, including altering regulations, consumers’
increased use of digital banking and
Jenny West, demands for increased cybersecurity.
LEED AP ID+C Following the 2008 recession, large
Business Definancial institutions changed where
velopment
they focus their investment dollars,
Manager,
namely less in personal lending and
Knoll
more in wealth management and investment banking. Also, consumers’ expectations that transactions can happen
anywhere, anytime, means institutions
must attract and retain a variety of tech
workers and compete with top tech companies for talent. Meanwhile, emerging
financial technology, or fintech, companies continue to research and develop
digital solutions to nearly every aspect of
banking and finance, often partnering
with larger firms and companies.

Slow Growing Momentum

Finance firms have recovered profitability, but
slowly, since the 2008 recession.
Though banking and finance
industry employment grew in
2014 at its strongest rate since
2006, up 1.9 percent year over
year, it still lagged behind the
nationwide average of 2.4 percent in the same time period,
according to data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and was
3.7 percent below its prerecession peak.
But, there have been some
positive signs toward accelerated growth more recently. Between 2010 and 2015, finance
industry wages have grown 43.5
percent faster than the average growth in other nonfarm
industries, as reported by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics. Salaries for compliance officers, in
particular, have grown quickly,
ahead of compliance officers in
other industries.

Fintech Growing Quickly

A fairly new sector of the finance industry, financial technology started showing the documentation
of investment dollars and activity in 2015 to make
it a mainstream player. Fintech companies produce
technology designed to handle a number of financial services transactions, from lending to investment
advising.
“I am a believer that the bank of the future will be a
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collection of apps on your phone,” says Savneet Singh,
founder and president of GBI, an online exchange for
gold and silver, who has invested in about 10 fintech
startups so far, including ones specializing in lending
and insurance.
Many global firms supporting
fintech lab space hope to tap into
mobile, cloud, analytic, cybersecurity and regulatory innovations.
The number of fintech companies
globally has grown 26 percent year
over year. Some industry studies
show that moving daily financial
transactions to mobile cuts the cost
of customer interactions by more
than half. According to research
from Goldman Sachs, by early 2015,
one-tenth of all payments in China
were made by Alipay, a third-party
online payment platform founded
by tech giant Alibaba Group.
Dramatic change is expected, as
many technologists suggest that
the future of money may include
no money. More cashless transactions via devices, facial recognition,
wearable technology and bioimplants could come soon so investments in data storage, analytics,
cybersecurity and other technology disciplines is expected to grow.
Finally, as more consumers go digital with their finances, customer service call centers have grown in
size and importance, as well as the sophistication of
the employees responding to requests. Often called
remote virtual specialists, these highly trained employees work in call centers, usually located in suburban areas with less-expensive real estate. The goal is
to provide consumers support in keeping their everyday transactions where they cost less, online.

Moving Forward
Workplace Priorities

1. Make room for larger back-office staff. Overall, hiring in

the finance sector has been below national averages, at
1.9 percent compared to nationwide 2.4 percent since February 2015. Financial institutions are seeing less profit for
work done by front office staff, such as research analysts,
investment bankers, and traders. They’re putting more
money into hiring back office staff that support cybersecurity, legal and compliance work.
Financial institutions are competing directly with technology companies by choosing nontraditional office locations in urban centers where millennials, in particular,
like to live and work.
2. Design for a young, tech-savvy workforce. “IT is taking the
lead on how are we going to change our design going forward because they hire the most millennials,” says Riccio
of Blackstone. He shares the example that traditionally
cautious and restrictive IT departments at financial institutions are allowing for more bring-your-own-device options for employees. Riccio says this shift impacts design.
As part of their effort to gather intellectual firepower,
many large financial institutions acquire small companies. They must accommodate these new, startup-minded
workers or lose them. This mixing of cultures creates unusual design challenges.
The fact that many younger workers came of age during
the financial crises complicates recruitment and retention for banks even more. Fortunately, opportunities to
make big, intellectual contributions and overcome chal-

lenges by digitizing financial transactions have proven an
effective recruiting tool for the finance industry.
3. Improve efficiency of in-person transactions. Tellers still
serve many customers’ needs, despite increasing use of
online banking options. Considering this continued dependence on personal attention, financial institutions are
trying to create a great in-person experience as efficiently
as possible.
“We’re seeing a hub and spoke model at the branch level. Where perhaps 10 years ago banks and credit unions
would have built 7,000- or 8,000-square-foot sites. Now,
a bank or credit union may have a flagship strategically
placed within in a community where it offers a full range
of services, then micro-branches in busy areas like strip
centers, with adjacent parking,” says Ritner of Newground.
More customers can reach their bank, ideally, and complete their transactions without needing much space or
time with tellers.
4. Minimize real estate costs. The increased cost of real estate in the world’s financial centers has led to the average
space per worker in finance shrinking by 25 percent from
178 sf to 129 sf globally over the last 10 years. By developing strict security measures for employees regarding data
transfer and information storage, organizations are able to
create more collaborative spaces, allow corporate employees to work from home and, thereby, reduce the footprint
per employee in their corporate spaces.
To learn more about this topic or other research resources Knoll can provide, visit www.knoll.com/research. \\
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The power of ingenuity...
...the rewards of trusting relationships.

rendering courtesy of GBD Architects

The Coloradan | Denver, CO
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Experiential Design: The Key to Human Spaces

A

pproaching
downtown Denver from
the west, growth, and
therefore change, is undeniable.
Cranes fill the skyline and as the
Jonas Philipsen descent from Millennium Bridge
Senior
is made, an area devoid of hardly
Associate
any structures just five years ago is
and Design
now teeming with activity. In this
Director,
sea of development, as an architect,
Gensler
it’s fascinating to consider what creates
longevity in place-making and drives a
compelling human experience.
As our city transforms from a hidden
gem on the foothills of the Rockies, to an
emerging national and global competitor
Gensler/Wenk
for jobs, innovation and lifestyle, people
Giambrocco in RiNo will appeal to artists, entrepreneurs and esremain the one, driving constant. At our
tablished firms alike by combining inside/outside spaces, shared
firm, we believe through the power of
community amenities and a blend of next-generation office/
design, the places we create can enhance studio spaces.
human experiences that connect people,
communities, organizations, families and
their communities, and help facilitate a pride in
friends.
place that will endure beyond the most recent deTo some, this construction boom may seem all
sign trend or market cycle. The MOTO mixed-use
too familiar. The first wave of urban renewal swept
boutique apartment building, located at Eighth and
the nation in the 1960s, manifested in Denver as
Sherman, reflects the vitality of the neighborhood
the Skyline Project. During that phase, many of the
buildings typologies that we now endear made way
for the parking lots that we now see being redeveloped. Just over three decades ago, Denver was experiencing a similar chapter. Many of our most recognizable buildings were erected in a 10-year window
between the mid-1970s and early 1980s. It was not
for lack of planning or vision that what we now
see as many of our city’s urban design failures occurred. Therefore, caution is warranted to not replicate the same mistakes. We have since learned that
we can no longer silo people’s lives into neatly defined, single-use categories that separate our workplace from our home, our neighborhoods from
shopping districts, and downtowns from suburbs.
The Gensler-designed Giambrocco development in
RiNo will appeal to artists, entrepreneurs and established firms alike by combining inside/outside
spaces, shared community amenities and a blend
of next-generation office/studio spaces.
Designers will continue to strive in creating visually stimulating, contextual and sometimes provocatively designed buildings. However, these elements
should only serve as the glue that holds together
the larger foundations of human experience and
behavioral anticipation. Our mission is to approach
design with a holistic understanding of how people experience every aspect of their lives. How can
we better anticipate people’s needs, tap into their
emotions and engage the varying complexities of
Gensler/Ryan Gobuty
their lived reality? By considering these variables,
The MOTO mixed-use boutique apartment buildwe unleash the potential to create spaces where
ing, located at Eighth and Sherman, reflects the vipeople can thrive. The spaces we create should entality of the neighborhood and enhances the sense
of community.
courage people to interact with each other, with
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ELEMENTS Experiential Design

David Lauer Photography

Gensler’s redesign of The Alliance Center in LoDo has
more than doubled its occupancy rate while providing a
much broader range of workspace options.

and enhances the sense of community.
Across the metro area, our current boom cycle has a
perhaps unrealized effect. The reality of new construction,
and therefore new competition, is encouraging property
owners to evaluate their own buildings and measure them

against new criteria. Many of the buildings that were constructed during the late 1970s boom are now in the process
of being repositioned, providing opportunities to rethink
the function of these dated and often foreboding buildings. Not only do these projects add value to Denver’s urban core, but also they leverage correction of oversights
and failures of the urban renewal movement. Human
scale, pedestrian access, complexity and diversity of use
are all weapons in the larger arsenal of experiential design. We believe creatively repurposing existing buildings
allows communities to maintain their character, lowers the environmental impact of new development and
brings economic revitalization to new areas. The results
are buildings with higher occupancy and lease rates that
are now better integrated into our evolving urban fabric. Gensler’s redesign of The Alliance Center in LoDo has
more than doubled its occupancy rate while providing a
much broader range of workspace options.
It is undeniably an exciting time to be a designer, developer, builder and, most importantly, a resident of Denver and Colorado. This opportunity to collectively shape
our communities is one we should embrace. With a focus
on people, and how to cultivate human environments,
thoughtful design can change Denver for the better. \\
jonas_philipsen@gensler.com
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w w w. a - p.com

C it y of Au rora P u b l ic Tra in in g C enter
A ur o r a, CO
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StoutStrategies is now
BRANDiac Strategies.
We made a smart move to improve our
brand. We’re brand maniacs who use both
sides of our brains to balance strategy
with creativity. And we can help you
capitalize on your brand and maximize
your marketing efforts, too.
READY TO BE YOUR BEST BRAND?
LET’S PUT OUR HEADS TOGETHER AND
COME UP WITH SOME BRAINY IDEAS.

WE CAN HELP ANY
BRAND WORK SMARTER.
EVEN OUR OWN.

www.brandiacstrategies.com
CONTACT US: 303.800.1391
Stacy Stout: stacy@brandiacstrategies.com
Jo Fukaye: jo@brandiacstrategies.com

303-861-2030 denvercommercialcoatings.com

OFFICE - INDUSTRIAL - RETAIL - HOTEL
•

Interior/Exterior Painting

•

Parking Garage Services

•

Specialty Coatings

•

Stucco/Concrete/Metal Finishes

•

Caulking & Sealants

•

High Rise Specialists

Working with property owners and managers to maximize value for over 20 years.

Majestic Commerce Center

Steamboat Grand
Petroleum Building
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The Windsor

Together We Can Move Mountains
“SAFELY BUILDING A BETTER WORLD”

F

iore & Sons Inc, literally moves mountains for our clients.
In true partnership, we construct the region’s housing,
transportation, utility and commercial projects down to the
ground and from the ground down. We know there are a lot
of companies out there that do what we do - It’s how and
why we do it that matters.

Single services to full site
work packages
Site Management - Demolition
Earthwork - Site Utilities
Environmental - Land Development
Commercial - Landfill - Recycling

Fiore & Sons Inc, is a Colorado-based third generation
family-owned heavy civil contractor providing a wide range
of construction services including demolition, site utilities,
overlot grading, trucking, and material removal/recycling.
With trusted subcontractor partners we also have a proven
track record of delivering turn-key projects.

Complete Civil
Contracting Services

Partnerships! We believe our relationships with our staff,
clients, subcontractors, vendors and the communities in
which we live and work are our most valuable asset. A relationship becomes a partnership when all stakeholders are
focused on creating win-win solutions resulting in successful
outcomes for everyone.

Everything we do incorporates our Core Values
FIORE PRIDE
Family-Innovation-Opportunity-Respect-Environment
Pride-Responsibility-Integrity-Devotion-Excellence
We live by these Core Values to create the best potential for
success for all our partners (business, community and personal).

730 W. 62nd Avenue Denver CO 80216
Phone: 303.429.8893 / Fax: 303.429.3035

www.fioreandsons.com

ELEMENTS Maker Spaces

Designing Creative Collaboration Spaces in
Schools from K-12 to Higher Education

T

he term “maker space”
is getting a good deal of
attention lately, especially
David Schafer in education environments. In fact,
Principal, OZ
maker spaces have been part of a
Architecture
trend that began over a decade ago.
The idea of making things, of course,
is not new, but the concept of
incorporating physical spaces
within learning environments
designed to foster greater cross-discipline collaboration and problem
solving through creating things has
just begun to really take hold.
At its heart, the term maker space
is about collaboration. That is, bringing
Robert Benson Photography
Kelly Yamasaki people and ideas of diverse backgrounds
A
maker
space
in
the
CU
Visual
Arts
Complex welcomes stuPrincipal, OZ
and disciplines together to generate ideas
Architecture
and solve problems. Having spaces that fa- dents and mentors in a collaborative, interactive space.
cilitate those goals is critical, especially in the
food source – a snack bar or vending machine at the
modern learning environment, whether for young
very least – never hurts, either.
students in a K-12 setting or college students in a
higher education setting.
Opportunities to Bridge Different Disciplines
Our firm focuses on a few primary aspects of what
Even in the K-12 setting, a key component of a sucmakes a successful maker space, and the factors that
cessful maker space is the opportunity to bring togethinfluence our conscious design decisions. These aser multiple ideas or learning styles. For younger ages,
pects include offering flexible environments for colthis might be a space where visual learners as well as
laborative work; bringing diverse disciplines and
auditory learners have the ability to learn and create in
industries together; and fostering opportunities for
their own ways. It might also mean working with puzcreative ideation and problem-solving through the act
zles to better learn reading skills, or working on buildof making things.
ing letters into words while literally building a tower
of blocks. Maker space are used to bring different conSpace for Flexible Collaboration
cepts together from different disciplines to show stuWhenever we think about maker spaces, the actual
dents how and why things work together, which gives
space itself is critical. Having a space that can be differthem the ability to develop and synthesize solutions.
ent things to different students means that it should
Having a space to create, be messy and find connecbe a welcoming, neutral space with many different
tions between subject matter is a big part of the K-12
opportunities for use.
maker space concept.
In the K-12 setting, a flexible space may take the
In the higher education setting, this concept takes
form of a wide corridor with classrooms on either
shape in bringing together students of different deside. The corridor might be used both for circulation
gree programs or majors. For example, we are design– so that students and faculty can move through it
ing the Entrepreneurial Space at Williams Village at
and across it – but also as a collaborative and instrucUniversity of Colorado Boulder to be a gateway maker
tional space where multiple students from different
space, where underclassmen can wander in on their
classrooms can work together or alongside one anway to or from the dining hall right next door. The
other.
2,000-square-foot space offers a neutral, approachable
Flexible spaces in both K-12 and higher education
environment for meeting others, sharing ideas with
settings include large tables or work desks with castupperclassmen and even visiting with professionals
ers so they can be moved around, as well as highand business owners from the surrounding commutop tables or bar seating for head-down concentranity. At its heart, the space offers a place to learn the
tion over a laptop. Lounge seating and couches offer
protocols of collaboration – how to interact with othspace for more informal discussion or casual group
ers to solve problems – as well as gain mentorship and
ideation. The goal of this varied “palette of postures”
is to accommodate individuals as well as groups;
even hone their enterprising spirits for future busideep concentration as well as lively discussion. In the
ness ideas.
higher education setting, it’s important that the space
Tools to Develop Creative Solutions
feel neutral and approachable rather than controlled
Another common thread in maker spaces from the
by a single degree program or discipline. A consistent
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ELEMENTS Maker Spaces
K-12 setting to higher ed is that they provide
tools for learners to turn concepts into something physical.
At Roots Elementary school in Denver, we
designed a maker space as a section of a larger
room. Here, students as young as kindergarteners begin to learn traditionally advanced concepts like geometry and physics by building
things, be it a tower of blocks using different
shapes, or building a bridge from one student’s
desk to another. At younger ages, the tools they
use don’t need to be sophisticated: Legos, building blocks and even paper can all be used as
tools to solve problems and create physical
solutions.
As students grow, their tools become more
James Ray Sphan
advanced. High school and even middle school
students may have access to 3-D printers and The Red Cloud Peak building on Front Range Community College’s Larimer
Campus includes a completely redesigned ceramics and metals lab.
laser cutters. Devices and machinery become
more advanced and specialized as they advance
to college. Whether students are building an actual device or
solutions. At a younger age, the option to continue learning
coding a computer program, the maker space will have the
in a dynamic, fun way outside the traditional classroom can
flexibility for students to explore many different avenues of
spur excitement and creativity. As time goes on, maker spac“making.”
es have the power to help students customize their learning
Maker spaces in educational settings help students learn
processes and even their degrees, encouraging students to see
how to work together, support one another, and bridge difbeyond their immediate major and take their education into
ferent disciplines when it comes to solving problems. Student
their own hands during college and beyond. \\
makers may work on their own, but the opportunity to collaborate with new people, forge connections and develop new
dschafer@ozarch.com
ideas together are key pathways to producing creative, viable
kyamasaki@ozarch.com

Let’s show the world what we can do together.
Day by day. Project by project.
Together we’re renewing infrastructure
and keeping the world in business.

Building a Better World
for All of Us
Engineers | Architects | Planners | Scientists

sehinc.com • 800.325.2055
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303.699.9000 | saundersinc.com

BREAK THE MOLD | REVOLUTIONIZE THE EXPERIENCE | BUILD WHAT MATTERS

info@studio-collaborative.com
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ELEMENTS Healthy Schools

Designing High-Performance, Healthy Schools

L

eadership in Energy and Environmental
Design has become a household name in
real estate, design and building circles. Another “best practices” program for school design,
which is less widely used but gaining traction in
Adele Willson the industry, is Collaborative for High Performance
K-12 Studio
Schools (CHPS).
Principal,
CHPS is a national movement to improve student
Hord Coperformance and the entire educational experience
plan Macht
by building the best possible schools. The goal of
CHPS is to “fundamentally change the design,
construction and operation of schools to: protect student and staff health, and enhance the
learning environments of school children everywhere; conserve energy, water, and other natural resources and reduce waste, pollution, and
environmental degradation.”
We have been working with CHPS for seven
Ara Massey years and truly see the value in an alternative ratSustainabiling system that helps school districts and the projity Director,
ect teams design, construct and operate high perforHord Comance schools.
plan Macht
For the current versions of LEED (v4) and CHPS
(2014) and applicable to the construction of new
school buildings, there are several certification threshold levels available:

CHPS & LEED – What’s the Difference?

LEED most heavily prioritizes credits in the Energy
category, whereas CHPS weights Indoor Environmental Quality Credits most heavily. LEED has a category for
Regional Priority credits allowing the rating system to
address geographically specific environmental priorities.
The Location and Transportation related credits (2 each)
for CHPS are contained within the Sites credit category, whereas LEED v4 breaks Location and Transportation
into its own credit category with 8 credits. CHPS has an
Operations and Metrics category, where LEED breaks out
Operations and Maintenance into a separate certification altogether.
LEED v4 assigns the highest value to credits that reduce contribution of carbon emissions, whereas CHPS
assigns the highest value to credits that enhance student
health and well-being. Both rating systems are instrumental in ensuring that our designs are focused on environmental as well as student health.

CHPS in Colorado

Colorado became the first state in the nation to adopt
the US-CHPS criteria for healthy, high-performance
schools, through an update to the Colorado High Performance Certification Program (HPCP).
CHPS Verified denotes a level of CHPS certification
that combines a rigorous standard for
the design and construction of healthy,
green school buildings with a com36%
plete third-party review. Achieving
45%
CHPS Verified Leader status demonstrates that a school has met one of
55%
the most stringent standards for green
73%
school design.
guidlines followed, self-certification
Our firm designed the nation’s first
guidlines followed, third party verification
CHPS Verified Leader certified school,
Alta Vista Charter School (AVCS) in La36%
mar, which was completed in 2011.
We reduced energy consumption at
AVCS by 50 percent with significant
savings to this school, as compared to
an average school. A high-performance
envelope coupled with a geo-exchange
ground source loop heating and cooling system helped achieve this savings.
In addition, to lower operational costs
the school has utilized exceptional daylighting strategies, which not
only allows for lights to be turned off
during the day and significant energy
savings, but also helps create a healthy
learning environment fostering increased student productivity and higher test scores. Rapidly renewable and
recycled content materials were used
throughout the building and during
construction, and over 70 percent of
the construction waste was recycled or
reused within the community. Unique
to CHPS, the team also employed the
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Flex Energy Tool to consider energy strategies for the
future.
More recently, we have been working with Adams
12 Five Star Schools on Anthem P-8, a new preschool
through eighth-grade school under construction on a
13-acre site in Anthem Highlands, a planned community of approximately 2,600 residential units, located
near state Highway 7 and Interstate 25 in Broomfield.
The school is eventually expected to serve between 900
and 1,000 students and is slated to become the first school
in the Denver metro area certified under the CHPS Verified Leader program.
During the design process, we used extensive energy and
daylight modeling coupled with thermal analysis to improve the thermal performance of the building envelope
based on the climate, orientation and internal building loads.
Improvements in the thermal envelope were integrated into
the design of the HVAC system to help reduce first costs and
to reduce overall energy use, which is projected to be 30 percent less than if the building had been designed to code minimum. The window placement was balanced between access
to views and daylight in the regularly occupied spaces.
As part of the CHPS facility, staff and occupant training credit,
a room user guide was created to help teachers, staff and students understand how occupant behavior can impact energy
savings and comfort through lighting and temperature controls.
We also paid particular attention to creating a walkable site
and allowing for joint community use of the new school. This
was part of the Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design Plan, a credit unique to the CHPS system, which focuses on

Anthem P-8 is a new preschool through eighth-grade school
under construction on a 13-acre site in Anthem Highlands, a
planned community of approximately 2,600 residential units, in
Broomfield.
deterring criminal behavior through site and building design
and operations.
Regardless which third-party sustainably certification rating
system you may be considering, pursuing either CHPS or LEED
certification can ultimately result in lower operating cost and
healthier spaces in which students can learn and thrive. \\
awillson@hcm2.com
amassey@hcm2.com

► FED EX GROUND

Colorado Springs, CO

ST. LOUIS │ DENVER │ KANSAS CITY

3855 Lewiston Street, Suite 100
Aurora, CO 80011

Distribution & Sorting Center
234,000 SF built-to-suit facility on 27 acres

(303) 657-9700
AskBrinkmann.com
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ELEMENTS Office Design

Building a Slice of Home into the Office

T

he lexicon of architecture and interior
design is specific: smooth and taut, a little
slick and flashy, occasionally marked with
a touch of irony, and always cloaked in style. At
least that’s the way we see it.
Kim Hoff
So, it comes at somewhat of a surprise that one
Design
of the most prevalent terms gaining traction today
Director,
is “resimercial.” It’s an uninspiring term, the lazy offKieding
spring of “residential” and “commercial.” Its origins
are unclear, and many industry leaders are loathe to
use it in any context. But its meaning obviously carries
enough import to qualify it as more than just a trend.
Resimercial conflates what’s in the home with what’s
in the office. More precisely, it signals the migration of
the home-style design aesthetic to the modern work
environment, the intent of which is to make the office
feel less “office-like.” This means bringing the homey,
cozy, comfort of home into the office – with friendly
price points.
The product range runs the gamut: mix-and-match
clusters of sofas, lounge seating, sectionals, guest chairs,
credenzas, lighting, book shelves and more. The design
combinations are endless and innovative like their
home counterparts. These pieces reveal no hint of
utility, the arrangements of which resemble a well-appointed apartment or home living room rather than
an office space.
“This was bound to happen, given the desire by
younger generations to create a more welcoming
workplace,” said Brooke Wolf, principal at Merchants
Office Furniture, a Denver-based contract furniture
dealer. Merchants is making a splash in metro Denver
as exclusive reps for West Elm’s “Workspace,” a collec-

tion of residential-inspired furniture and other household pieces redesigned and remanufactured to withstand the rigors of the office environment.
In 2014, West Elm partnered with Inscape, a long-established Canadian company known for its benching,
systems, storage and other adaptable office products.
By NeoCon 2015, West Elm Workspace with Inscape became the only residential outfit to send a fully integrated line of home-style products to market.
It’s not that larger contract manufacturers have been
unaware of the pull for a residential aesthetic. Many
have been churning out beautiful contract-grade pieces for years. It’s just that they were not designing collections en masse through a residential prism. But they
are now.
“What we are talking about here is the merging of
work and home lives,” Wolf explained. “Taking the comfort, familiarity and richness of the home and offering
that same personal and casual component in the office.
It’s a simple concept really, and yet it’s an entire aesthetic that did not exist until recently.”
Millennials certainly have been hurrying along
that notion. And why not? Their group – the largest of
America’s workforce – still has the most leverage in today’s office design, which means furniture makers as
well as everybody else in support must respond to their
requirements just to remain relevant.
From the vital perspective of recruitment and retention alone, employers must be acutely aware of workplace design and how their space performs. But that
might not be exclusive to millennials anymore.
“It’s always attributed to the millennials, but I’m not
sure that’s the case,” said Mark Kinsler, president of

Making office space feel homey and cozy makes use of familiar residential furniture.
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Michigan-based Trendway Corp. on the company’s website. “I
think all of us like to have comfortable spaces. And where are
you the most comfortable? Typically, at home.”
There is more common sense in that opinion than anything else because who wouldn’t be more comfortable – and
potentially more productive – in a space that feels more like
home?
Other industry leaders offer a more expansive approach.
“Right now the dominant generation is Generation Y, the
millennials, and we’re designing spaces for them,” said Haworth’s Michael O'Neill in a 2016 Dezeen magazine interview.
O’Neill leads the company’s research and innovation team
which studies how social norms, demographics and other
factors affect office design.
“If your time frame is several years out,” O’Neill explained,
“you need to be designing spaces to accommodate the next
generation and also have a more inclusive environment that
supports the needs of all generations.” That appears to be right
on the mark because baby boomers are still in decision-making roles and nobody knows quite yet what Generation Z will
demand.
What he’s clearly saying here is that the modern office
should be designed for everybody. While it may be just a bit
of an oversimplification, it would seem logical that the rather
innocuous characteristics of resimercial should also appeal to
everybody. Its foundation after all, is built on comfort, which
is neither a threatening concept nor a narrow one.
Resimercial has had a broad and prolific coming-out party.
After just a few years, the movement in general has garnered
sterling reviews and inspired dozens of new products from

Eric Laignel Photography

The conference room incorporates the home-style design
aesthetic into the modern work environment.

myriad manufacturers. Its many options encourage both collaboration and privacy, but mostly, the opportunity for employees to find balance in a space that feels like home, even
if it isn’t. \\
khoff@kieding.com

Your Tenant Finish Experts

Enjoy the Experience. Love the Results.
Please visit our Website: www.maxconstructioninc.com • (303) 573-6294
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ELEMENTS Apartment Amenities

As Competition Heats Up, Creative Amenities Grow

T

he rapid rise of new apartment development in Denver is staggering, prompting
developers to seek project elements that
position them above the crowd. Well laid-out unit
floor plans and distinctive exterior designs are alErik Okland, ways important for managing cost while expanding
AIA, LEED AP creativity. But new approaches to amenities can tarAssociate
get many new valuable market niches ahead of the
Principal,
competition.
Cuningham
Creative amenities are becoming the hot selling
Group Arpoint with prospective tenants, and they extend bechitecture
yond pools and fitness centers. Today’s market trends
Inc.
in apartment design draw increasingly from the lifestyle and activities of millennials, but these also transfer
across age groups who desire a similar lifestyle.
Pool and fitness centers are becoming larger, even
bordering on hospitality or commercial proportions.
Multiple social spaces are also becoming more common.
These may feature indoor and outdoor gathering spaces
with grills and TVs, and demonstration kitchens that are
attractive to “foodie” groups. All provide opportunities
for people to interact with their follow tenants in spaces
that are like extensions of their living rooms.
For sports-oriented tenants, golf and ski simulators
are appearing in some projects along with climbing
walls and indoor basketball courts. There are dedicated
yoga rooms and even massage rooms for after-workout
routines. Gear rooms for bike repair and ski tune-ups

include areas to wash off mud from mountain bikes or
grime from road bikes. There are also loaner bikes on
some properties, allowing tenants quick access to commuting around town.
A large proportion of Colorado renters are dog or cat
owners. The industry has captured this market by providing dog washes and spa amenities, including treats at
the front desk and wash areas and dryers. Catering to pet
owners doesn’t seem to be slowing and such amenities
are increasingly becoming project focal points. In the future, we may see more connections to veterinary offices
and boarding facilities with training and behavior classes at the property. Dog wash areas are graduating from
the stainless steel tubs in the back room to large-roomsized showers near the front of the building. In addition,
there are plenty of ground-floor units with large yard
spaces for dogs to roam.
Interestingly, on the opposite spectrum, I recently collaborated on a project that intentionally prohibited pets.
This proved to be successful with nonpet owners who
preferred an animal-free home. While not a large project, the owner realized there was an opportunity in that
market.
As a growing number of young people telecommute,
workspaces and conference rooms on the property are
growing in popularity. The increase in shared workspaces and business centers is also an opportunity to expand
these services in other markets. In addition to targeting

Multi-Family
Built

on Trust

Lakehouse / NAVA Real Estate Development
Rendering by RNL Design

INSPIRE • LEAD • DELIVER
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Gilbertson Photography

Adrian Tiemens Photography

Cuningham Group Architecture designed Radius at 15th,
off-campus housing at the University of Minnesota. It includes spacious lounge areas that provide a contemporary
interpretation of a northern Minnesota cabin, with lots of
glass and sophisticated approach to wood paneling.

Stylish outdoor amenities at Sway apartments in Santa
Monica, California, designed by Cuningham Group Architecture, includes a community-oriented space with a fire
pit and open-air lounge. It is adjacent to a zero-edge saltwater swimming pool with underwater speakers.

apartment tenants who work from home, these attractive and
comfortable spaces provide study areas for students attending
nearby colleges and universities.
As always, multifamily developments must deliver a basic list
of amenities, and as competition heats up, the varieties market
demand will only increase. At the same time that amenity spaces are getting larger, unit sizes are trending smaller: In many
cases, residents are spending an increased amount of time in
their building’s social spaces, rather than their residences.

Developers, architects and interior designers are always
searching for the next trend in amenity spaces, monitoring specific targets markets’ social and recreational activities to determine if they can provide related amenities on their properties.
Perhaps the next round of Denver developments will see the
first paddleboard pool, or shared workspaces with reserved offices and conference rooms. \\
eokland@cuningham.com

Photo: Forrest Boutin

Be part of the new Downtown Colorado Springs
Introducing an online toolkit for developers: incentives, reports, resources,
community overview and more. DowntownCSDevelopment.com
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Building
Relationships
4949 S. Syracuse St., Suite 450 Denver, CO 80237

●

303-721-5800

www.bootsconstruction.com
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AIA COLORADO

PRACTICE+DESIGN CONFERENCE

THURSDAY 09/21 + FRIDAY 09/22 + SATURDAY 09/23

KEYSTONE CONFERENCE CENTER
+ More than 600 architecture, engineering and construction industry
professionals
+ The AIA Colorado and Local Design Awards Gala will be held separately
from the conference this year on Friday, August 18, in Denver

For more information and
to become an exhibitor or
sponsor, visit:

AIACOCONFERENCE.ORG
#pdc2017 // @aiacolorado

Inside & Out(side)

TreanorHL
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Meadow Ridge Elementary
School | TreanorHL
Weld Re-3J R School District officials, community members and a team of architects from TreanorHL recently gathered at the site of the district’s soon-to-be new elementary school for the
project’s groundbreaking ceremony.
Nestled in the Silver Peaks subdivision near
the intersection of Jewel and Fletcher streets, the
school’s site is an undeveloped open space that
will be transformed into a 59,500-square-foot elementary school. Meadow Ridge Elementary will
initially serve students in grades PK-2, with the
ability to transition into a 500-student traditional
PK-5 school as enrollment demand increases.
The state-of-the art facility will feature an integrated early childhood education center with
three classrooms, while the remainder of the
classrooms will be arranged in three separate
pods around a team center collaboration space.
Other features include a 3,800-sf gym, dedicated
music and art space, a STEM lab and a central,
open media center complete with overhead doors
and glass partitions to visually connect the space
to the nearby cafeteria and classrooms. Two separate outdoor learning areas are also featured in
the site design, created in response to the building’s geometry.
The school’s design drew inspiration from the
surrounding landscape, with a variety of natural
materials, shades, textures and light punctuating
the school’s collaboration centers, presentation areas and flexible spaces.
The school’s design is the product of several
Design Advisory Group meetings held at the beginning of the year, with parents, community
members, town leaders, teachers, support staff,
and administrators coming together to develop
a shared vision for the new school. The school’s
schematic design and programming elements
were shared with the larger community at a public meeting in March, while community outreach
newsletters have continued to keep the community informed about the project’s progress.
Superintendent Greg Rabenhorst, who was on
hand to help with the groundbreaking, said he
was looking forward to seeing the project take
shape. “We appreciate all of the stakeholders who
participated in the planning and design of what
will be an innovative learning environment for
our students and a source of pride for this community.”
Construction of the new school was financed
with proceeds from a $61 million bond that voters approved in 2016. Meadow Ridge Elementary is
scheduled to open in August.

Inside & Out(side)

TreanorHL

4

IMAGES: TreanorHL

1. New exterior renderings show outdoor
play and learning areas on the site

2. Design advisory group meeting
3. Floor plan
4. Site plan
5. Study sketch of the media center
6. Study sketch of the team center
5

PROJECT TEAM
CLIENT: Weld County School District Re-3J
OWNER’S REP: NV5
ARCHITECT: TreanorHL
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: 5Design Inc.
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER: Martin/Martin
CIVIL ENGINEER: Lamp Rynearson & Associates
MECHANICAL & PLUMBING ENGINEER: BCER Engineering
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER: SSG
KITCHEN DESIGN: 3PM Design LLC
AUDIO VISUAL DESIGN: Shen Milsom Wilke
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Fransen Pittman
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Denver, Colorado
Jackson, Wyoming
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303.339.9910
307.733.3766
dynia.com

theweidtgroup.com

Develop with Efficiency from Design Day One
Owners and development teams quickly and
easily compare hundreds of design options to
understand how different decisions impact
energy efficiency, costs, and utility incentives.
Contact us to learn how your commercial
project can qualify to receive incentives and
a free energy analysis.
303 573 9200
theweidtgroup.com/energy-design-assistance

Note our new address as of September 1st:

1536 Wynkoop St, Suite 530, Denver, CO 80202
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Designer Approved

Acquilano Leslie’s Madison Offers Commercial Design Favorites
1. Providing furniture arrangements in the office can help to
foster unique elements of collaboration. There is a big movement for a variety of seating in corporate environments to allow
for different meeting types. This new Kanso Bench + Table by
HBF is an elegant solution to support work where work needs
to get done. Offered in many finishes with options to add integrated tables, it can be customized to fit many project types.
HBF – www.hbf.com

1

Sydney Madison,
NCIDQ
Designer,
Acquilano
Leslie Inc.

2. For projects with desired stone counters but maybe
don’t have room in the budget or simply require a more
durable surface, a quartz product can be a great alternative
solution. One benefit of quartz as a nonporous surface is its
durability with cleaning and maintenance. Caesarstone, a
quartz manufacturer, has a variety of different stone looks
and solid colors to fit many styles. One recent introduction
establishes a raw and unique concrete look with imperfections and textural gradients in its rugged concrete surface.
Caesarstone – www.caesarstoneus.com

2

3. Ann Sacks has a variety of tile for many different uses,
all ranging in different price points. Tile is typically used
as flooring or a backsplash to a counter, but it can also
be a great accent to a featured area in a commercial
space like a feature in the reception area. These surface
patterns in the Maven Collection by Kelly Wearstler are a
memorable statement to add to any room and are offered
in a wide variety of patterns and colors.
Ann Sacks – www.annsacks.com

3

4. Carpet has many important uses in commercial projects

4

5

and usually helps drive the concept for the overall look and
feel of a space. It can be used to encourage way finding, define space and help with acoustics. Bentley offers warm and
cool neutral textures as well as bold expressions that create
excitement and sometimes a bit of curiosity within a space.
Add the cushion backing and you are all set..
Bentley Mills – www.bentleymills.com

5. Designtex is commonly thought of as a textile and
wall-covering manufacturer but it also supplies a self-adhesive film (3M DI-NOC) that has the ability to conform
to flat or curved surfaces. This architectural finish can
be used on walls, doors, panels, ceilings and many more
resulting in a quick refresh to a space. With over 800
patterns that include stones, woods, metals and abstract
designs, the options are almost limitless.
Designtex – www.designtex.com
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VISIONARIES EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS
ONE PROJECT AT A TIME

AN EMPLOYEE OWNED, COLORADO CORPORATION
www.wanerconstruction.com
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Designer Approved

BurkettEUA's Johnson Shares 5 Faves for the Office
1. Live Edge Wood Furniture

1

Juxtaposing organic or handmade elements against an
otherwise modern and clean-lined office environment will
humanize the space and add interest. This is an iconic
table by George Nakashima, but there are several Denver
artisans that will make stunning table like this one with
local Colorado wood.

Gillian H. Johnson
Principal,
BurkettEUA

Where Wood Meets Steel Custom Furniture:
www.wherewoodmeetssteel.com

2. Pure Wool

The addition of a plush wool area rug brings subtle texture and residential warmth when introduced into a corporate office. When it is subtly patterned and tone-on-tone
with the tile floor beneath it is an edited architectural statement..

2

3

Metta Collective Rugs:
www.mettacollectiverugs.com

3. “God is in the Details”

This famous quote by Mies van der Rohe is a constant
reminder that details matter. These glass vases by Tapio
Wirkkala provide a splash of unexpected color and luminosity – a perfect example of how art can become the final
detail expression of an architectural design.
Venini glass:
www.venini.com

4. Tactile Pull Hardware

4

Specifying leather-wrapped bar pulls in high-profile areas of an office may seem a small design gesture, but
seeing a pattern of them across a custom millwork credenza is surprisingly satisfying to the eye. Turnstyle Designs
cabinet pulls come in a wide variety of configurations – all
of which are hand-wrapped and hand-stitched with contrasting thread to satisfy the tactile senses.

5

Turnstyle Designs:
www.turnstyledesigns.com

5. A Great Pendant Light

While I generally believe that office lighting is most
beautiful if it is primarily ambient or hidden accent lighting, a great pendant fixture in the right location can have
substantial impact. This branchy “Heracleum” pendant
by Moooi is a favorite because of its unique LED sparkle
and ephemeral appearance.
Moooi Lighting:
www.moooi.com
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Bal Seal Engineering

Building with
PERFORMANCE

EXCELLENCE
Federal
Construction

Colorado Springs | Fort Collins |

Multi-family
Housing

Denver |

Istanbul

Every.
Time.
Commercial
Construction

Facility
Renovations

b rya n c o n s t ru c t i o n . c o m | 8 5 5 . 3 9 1 . 5 3 5 5
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Special Advertising Section

INTERIOR
DESIGN
RESOURCE
DIRECTORY

Rowland+Broughton

Acoustics
ADI Workplace Acoustics
www.adiacoustics.com
Steve Johnson
steve@adiacoustics.com
303-989-9700
Heartland Acoustics & Interiors
www.heartland-acoustics.com
Jason Gordon
jason@heartland-acoustics.com
303-694-6611
Margenau Associates
www.margenauassoc.com
Brian Riley
briley@margenauassoc.com
303-979-2728

Appliances
Building Dialogue’s Interior Design Resource Directory will next
appear in the December issue. There are many categories from
which to choose – if you don’t see your category here, we will
create it for you. If your firm would like to be considered, please
contact Lori Golightly at lgolightly@crej.com or 303-623-1148
Ext. 102. Space reservation deadline is October 4, 2017; material
deadline is Nov. 1, 2017.
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BAC Appliance Center
www.4bac.com
Mountain High Appliance
www.mountainhighappliance.com
Specialty Appliance
www.buyfromsa.com

Special Advertising Section

INTERIOR DESIGN RESOURCE DIRECTORY
Art Installation & Consulting
Hilary DePolo
www.artconsultation.com
Liz Graham Art Consulting
Liz Graham
303.669.8690
www.lizgrahamart.com
LYNNEL Art to Form
www.lynnel.com
NINEdotARTS
www.ninedotarts.com

Audiovisual
Ceavco Audio Visual
www.ceavco.com
K2 Audio Visual
www.k2audio.com
Nancy Byrd
nancy@k2audio.com
303-865-5500
King Systems
www.kingsystemsllc.com
Cabinetry
www.kabi.net

Cabling
LINX
www.teamlinx.com
Precision Fiber Optics
www.precisionfiberoptics.com
SkyBridge Communications
www.skybridgecommunications.com

Doors, Partitions and Walls
ALUR
www.alurwalls.com
DIRTT
www.dirtt.net
Modernus
www.modernus.com

NanaWall
www.nanawall.com
Powers Products
www.powersproducts.com

Tarkett Group
Michelle Lancaster
michelle.lancaster@tarkett.com
503-807-5089

Michael Hicks
michaelh@powersproducts.com
303-226-1623

Flooring – Hard Surface

SPACEPLUS, a division of The Sliding
Door Company
www.spaceplus.com

Mohawk Group
www.mohawkind.com

To Market
www.tomkt.com

Elevators and Escalators

Interface
www.interface.com

Centric Elevator
www.centricelevator.com

Evoke
www.evokeflooring.com

KONE
www.kone.com
Peak Elevator
www.peakelevator.com
Mike Horn
mike.horn@peakelevator.com
720-646-9244

Flooring – Carpet
Bentley Mills
www.bentleymills.com/
Interface
www.interface.com/US/en-US/homepage
Mannington Commercial
Julie Meseck
julie_meseck@mannington.com
303-717-8650
Shannon White
shannon_white@mannington.com
(720) 492-3901

Amtico
www.amtico.com

Furniture – Exterior
JANUS et Cie
www.janusetcie.com
Landscape Forms
www.landscapeforms.com
Streetscapes
www.streetscapes.biz
James Shaffer
james@streetscapes.biz
303-475-9262

Furniture – Interior
ELEMENTS
www.workplaceelements.com/

Mohawk Group
www.mohawkind.com

OfficeScapes
www.officescapes.com
Marci Auston
marci@officescapes.com
303-307-3678

patcraft
www.patcraft.com
Jamie Wenger
jamie.wenger@patcraft.com
303-513-6351

Pear Workplace Resource
www.pearcom.com
John Robbins
jrobbins@pearwork.com
303-824-2000
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Special Advertising Section

INTERIOR DESIGN RESOURCE DIRECTORY
Furniture – Interior (cont.)

Lighting

Projex Inc.
www.projex-inc.com

Illumination Systems
www.illumsys.com

Workplace Resouce
www.wrcolo.com
Matthew Craig
matthew.craig@wrcolo.com
303-312-3305

Lacroux Streeb
www.lacrouxstreeb.com
The Lighting Agency
www.thelightingagency.com/

Interior Glass

MH Lighting
www.themhcompanies.com

Bella Glass Production
www.bellaglassproduction.com/

Visual Interest
www.visualinterest.com

Denver Glass Interiors
www.denverglassinteriors.com
Mark Rosenquist
mrosenquist@denverglassinteriors.com
303-330-7360
GlassTek Inc.
www.GlassTekCorp.Com
John Welge
JohnW@GlassTekCorp.com
303-324-1940

Photography
Brad Nicol Photography
www.bradnicolphotography.com
David Patterson Photography
www.davidpattersonphotography.com
Michelle Meunier Photography
www.mkmbuild.com

Interior Landscaping

Michelle Meunier
michellemeunierphotography@gmail.com
303-590-4892

Bristol Botanics
www.bristolbotanics.com

Quartz / Solid Surface

City Plantscaping
www.cityplantscaping.com
The Great Rocky Mountain Foliage Company
http://www.plantscaping.net

Cambria
www.cambriausa.com
Caesarstone
www.caesarstoneus.com/

Interior Painting

Corian
www.corian.com

Heggem-Lundquist
www.heggem-lundquist.com

Daltile ONE Quartz
products.daltile.com/onequartz.cfm

Preferred Painting II, Inc.
www.preferredpainting.com

Pental Quartz
www.pentalquartz.com

Stellar Custom Painting
www.stellarcustompainting.com

Signage and Wayfinding
3D Identity
www.3d-identity.com/
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Special Advertising Section

INTERIOR DESIGN RESOURCE DIRECTORY
Signage and Wayfinding (cont.)
Ad Light & Sign
www.adlightandsign.com
ASI Signage Innovation
www.asisignage.com
Ian Hillgartner
ian.hillgartner@asisignage.com
303-755-0997
Schlosser Signs, Inc.
www.schlossersigns.com

Textiles and Wall Coverings
Carnegie Fabrics
carnegiefabrics.com
Designtex
www.designtex.com
Innovations Wallcovering
www.innovationsusa.com
Maharam
www.maharam.com
MDC Wallcovering
www.mdcwall.com
Pollack Textiles
www.pollackassociates.com
TRI-KES Wallcovering
www.tri-kes.com

Crossville Studios
www.crossvillestudios.com/
Decorative Materials
www.decorativematerials.com
Glenrock Distribution
www.glenrockdistributing.net

Window Coverings
Lu-Tek
www.lu-tek.com
John MacKenzie
john@lu-tek.com
303-356-9098
Rocky Mountain Shutters & Shades
www.rockymountainshutters.com
Solar Vision
www.coloradosolarvision.com

Windows and Doors
Andersen Windows & Doors
www.andersencorp.com
Pella Windows & Doors
www.pellacolorado.com
View | Dynamic Glass
www.viewglass.com

Tile and Stone

Sheri Connor
sheri.connor@viewglass.com
303-748-1886

Ann Sacks - Denver
www.annsacks.com

MechoSystems
www.mechoshade.com

Bobbie Jo Kinsey
bkinsey@americantile.com
303-248-6415
Brekhus Tile & Stone
www.brekhustile.com
Ariana Cuadra
acuadra@brekhustile.com
720-257-7753
Concept Surfaces
www.conceptsurfaces.com
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CELEBRATING
35 YEARS AS A
PREMIER DENVER
CONTRACTOR

www.allianceconstruction.com
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Hilton Garden Inn Denver Union Station |
1999 Chestnut Place

2260 Broadway | Denver, CO 80205
Denver: (303) 813-0035

2-10 Home Buyers Warranty
2-10 Home Buyers Warranty offers residential home
warranties to homeowners. Relocating to a new
74,000 sq ft facility, they were interested in seated
privacy while also providing an open office environment. The wanted their overall plan to be welcoming,
cheerful, fresh, warm and vibrant.

Working with JLL and Acquilano Leslie we found the
perfect furniture partner with Haworth compose for the
workstations and Haworth Masters for the Offices.
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Midtown: Defining a
New Community

I

n the past decade, an unprecedented growth cycle
in Denver’s new community development has been
underway. Midtown, a landmark redevelopment of
a large undeveloped site within 10 minutes of downtown Denver, was one of the early pioneers in this cycle.
First conceived in 2007, Midtown set many of the trends for
the denser communities that have been developed since.
Originally planned to provide attainable housing for millennials purchasing their first homes, Midtown has proven to be attractive to downsizing baby boomers and seniors
as well. This broad band of demographic groups is drawn to
Midtown for many individual reasons, but they all share one
reason: they wanted to be part of a true neighborhood.

John Norris,
PLA, CLARB
Principal,
Norris
Design

Planning: Laying the Groundwork

Midtown’s new take on neighborhoods began with the planning process.
The Preliminary Development Plan and Design Guidelines were specifically
written to outline the vision for community development, zeroing in on the
details that would make the overall plan come to life. The planning team
worked closely with Adams County offices to revise zoning codes and develop
new standards and guidelines for a dense neighborhood with a broad mix of
uses, complemented by abundant community-driven amenities throughout.
Each of these planning steps helped to ensure that Midtown would be truly
unique – and remain true to its vision from early concept to final construction.

Trends: Trailblazing Midtown

Midtown was an early trailblazer for several trends that have become familiar in today’s planned communities. The project’s timing corresponded with
the Great Recession in 2008, a time when expectations of housing and community were readjusting in the marketplace. A re-imagination of community
was due, and Midtown was ready to lead the way.
The building site was a great location but possessed no sense of place, a
blank slate that needed revitalization and repurposing. The vision for the site:
Make it walkable, bikeable and incorporate easy access to regional trails. For
the workforce, an easy commute to the metro area was a necessity, and access
to commuter rail trains, light rail and major highways was key.
From a lifestyle perspective, home trends were changing. Smaller lots for
more compact housing with affordable building costs were in the spotlight.
Midtown responded to this, while still providing a unique mix of home types:
townhomes, single-family homes, and a blend of traditional floor plans and
efficient foot prints. Side yards rather than traditional backyards give homeowners the opportunity to tailor plants and landscape to individual taste and
have small private outdoor spaces. Midtown also envisioned amenities that
did not exist in other developments at the time, to be shared by the neighborhood and create the heart of the community.

A New Interpretation of Traditional Neighborhoods

A reinterpretation of the traditional neighborhood informed Midtown’s
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planning and design. The existing gridded street fabric of adjacent 1950s
neighborhoods was respected and interpreted for a more compact living
space. Porch-lined streets emphasize a pedestrian-friendly environment.
A central open space spine called the Promenade bisects Midtown,
connecting each block with green space, pedestrian walkways, and is
anchored on either end with park areas that host activities for every age
group. Small individual yards are adjacent to larger greenspaces, extending the sense of shared space balanced with private areas. Front porches
face onto the Promenade, and neighbors mingle as their kids play in the
community’s shared “front yard.”

… And a New Take on Amenities

PHOTOS: John Birkey/Norris Design
OPENING ART:
A community-sized Main Street acts as
the heart of Midtown.
ABOVE LEFT:
A unique splash pool takes the place of a
traditional swimming pool experience.
ABOVE RIGHT:
The interactive water feature was
inspired by the area’s historic use of
irrigation canals, ditches and flood
irrigation for agriculture.
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A community-sized Main Street acts as the heart of Midtown with a
community building that provides a gathering space with a brew pub and
coffee shop. The community building hosts gatherings and celebrations,
both private and for the community at large, reconfiguring for each occasion.
The large Community Garden area allows residents to garden close to
home with larger plots of land. Located in the center of the community,
the popular garden plots give residents a great opportunity to interact with
their neighbors in a shared interest.
On the Promenade, a unique splash pool takes the place of a traditional swimming pool experience. This interactive water feature designed for
children of all ages was inspired by the area’s historic use of irrigation canals, ditches and flood irrigation for agriculture. A series of operable flood
gates allow kids to manipulate the flow of water, and a computer-operated
fountain creates an ever-changing display and splash experience.

The Best of Community

A model for new urban communities in Denver, Midtown both honors
the past and embraces the future. Repurposing the land and revitalizing
an established neighborhood, Midtown set a new standard for what neighborhoods can be. \\

PERIODONTICS OF CHERRY CREEK

ON DECK - DENVER POST BUILDING

We are a commercial general contractor specializing in
tenant finish projects. We have exceptional superintendents,
subcontractors and administrative support that are willing
to go the extra mile for our clients. We complete projects
on-time and on-budget with the quality and professionalism
expected. Let us build your space to create a more inviting
and appealing look for your employees, clients and visitors.

Recently Completed
Wild Child – Northfield
Spider Monkey – Aurora
Asarch Dermatology – Castle Rock
Coldwell Banker – Devonshire

HINDMAN SANCHEZ

Currently Under Construction
Shea Homes – Lone Tree
Wound Care – Thornton
ET Investments – Parker
Cherry Creek Internal Medicine – Rose

Please contact us for more information on how Coda Construction
can help you with your next construction project.
MARK STRATTON, PRESIDENT
303.757.3133
WWW.CODACG.COM

MSTRATTON@CODACG.COM
WORLD WIDE TECHNOLOGY
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Populous Designs
Own Space with
Connectivity in Mind

P

opulous is a global architecture and design firm with a portfolio including projects like Coors Field, Dick’s Sporting Goods
Park, Pepsi Center, the 2012 Summer Olympic & Paralympic Games in London and the Super
Bowl. The firm’s tag line of “Drawing People Together” defines its work in the aviation, convention center and sports markets. The firm itself was founded
in 1983, and the Denver office opened in 2004 as a Jeff Keas
Senior
specialized event practice. Previously located on 15th
Principal,
Street in the Highland Park neighborhood, the Denver
Populous
practice began seeking a new office to house its growing workforce, culminating in the recent move to and renovation of
their new home at 1630 Stout St.
Chairman of the Global Board, Jerry Anderson, designer for numerous Olympics and Super Bowls, helped provide the vision for our new
home.
“When tasked with selecting a new office, we were drawn to the
downtown area because of its connectivity to people and businesses
alike,” Anderson said. “Our business is creating places where people
love to be together, and it was imperative for us to apply this logic to
our new home. Designing an office for architects requires building
consensus, and the design team was instrumental in navigating this
process through multiple charrettes.”
The strategy for our new Denver office focused on continuing the
visual style of the newly designed Populous Americas headquarters
in Kansas City as well as Populous offices located in San Francisco,
Boston, New York and Pittsburgh. The Denver office now showcases its
unique offering of international event overlay services and provided
the infrastructure for a growing architecture practice. The specific design requirements for housing event overlay and architecture teams
necessitated the development of a flexible, vibrant and open office
environment.
Two separate levels and an enclosed staircase became open floors
that share an expansive foyer, and the front entrance became a wall
of glass to bathe the interior with as much natural light as possible
– a trend for emphasizing the connection between community and
office.
An open office environment is critical for the way architects and
planners collaborate and allow flexibility in a relatively small footprint. The unique ebb and flow of the Denver practice means the
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PHOTOS: Rudar Manning/Populous
OPENING ART:
The main entrance and reception
area on the ground floor.
ABOVE:
The kitchen features a large
communal island.
BOTTOM:
The stairwell includes a Populousbranded graphic wall coverings.
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office must stay as flexible as possible.
The open office trend has proven to be
ideal for the current and future mobile
workforce.
The themes of open environment and
flexibility continue into the meeting spaces.
The building originally contained just one
conference room, but the design team added
three more. The main conference room on the
ground floor opens up fully to the office with
folding glass doors. This room is at the storefront – created to showcase the work of Populous
and connect the employees to the street-level energy along Stout Street.
Another significant addition to the office was
the kitchen, which opens out to the office, rounding out the theme of communal space. Designed to
support and reflect the trend of healthy eating, the
communal space features a large communal island
and a host of appliances. The kitchen acts as a social
hub for staff to interact with one another.
Aesthetically, vibrant colors, patterns and artwork balanced
with the disciplined, cool white walls create an office that
emotes energy and fosters creativity. The office walls are a living portfolio with global project images and the multitude of
prominent events design. The artwork is easy to update and
change over time as new projects are completed.
Populous’ commitment to its Denver office was further secured when we decided to move our office into the heart of
downtown Denver. By occupying two floors, the design takes
advantage of the open space to create a grand expression that is
the heart of our culture. Located mere blocks from Coors Field,
some of Denver’s best restaurants and with access to public
transit, it is a natural new home and will be used to exchange
innovative design ideas for years to come.\\

FASTEST GROWING PRIVATE COMPANY
Denver Business Journal

BEST PLACE TO WORK
2785 Speer

Aloft Hotel

Denver Business Journal

We give thanks to all of our clients, employees and
colleagues for a special year.

COLORADO | TEXAS
Park Regency Assisted Living

www.mpconstruct.com
contact@mpconstruct.com
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Swedish Medical
Center:
Open for Business During
Renovations

F

unctioning as a hospital first and a construction site second has become a mastered art form at the 100-year-old Swedish
Medical Center in Englewood. An acute
care hospital with 368 licensed beds, Swedish cares
for more than 200,000 patients with a team of 2,000
employees, 500 volunteers and more than 1,300 physicians.
Diane M. Miller
As one can imagine, this leads to a significant
Senior Busiamount of foot and vehicular traffic. However, that has
ness Develnot slowed down the ongoing construction activity. The
opment
Director, JE
process to manage the planning and development phase
Dunn Confor a new project typically averages 11 to 12 months before
struction
funding occurs.
“There is a tremendous amount of thought and discussion prior to an
investment,” stated Marc Brisebois, senior construction manager for HCA
Design & Construction Group, responsible for overseeing all HCA facilities in the Denver area. “Our in-house planning department and capital
asset management team work closely with the Swedish staff to understand the business needs. It’s my responsibility to ensure a qualified and
experienced team can provide viable solutions for a 100-year-old campus
with infrastructure dating back to the 1920s, 1950s and 1960s.” The recently completed projects were the patient tower expansion to add a ninth
and 10th floor, the fourth-floor renovation, construction of a Critical Care
Unit lobby, a chiller replacement and replacement of the emergency
power system in the existing central utility plant.
Julie Frazier, senior health care manager for Perkins+Will Architecture,
led the design team through the process of surveying existing conditions
and evaluating Swedish’s operating procedures to complete a thorough
due diligence prior to the beginning of construction work. When asked
about unique challenges Frazier replied, “This campus has space constraints which narrow down the options and considerations. Patient flow
is a big component of our work and we studied solutions to minimize
cross traffic and improve wayfinding.”
As a leader in the field of neurology and neurosciences and the treatment of stroke, Swedish captured the opportunity through this project to
further its brand expertise in the neurology field by creating new critical
care beds and medical surgical beds, as well as adding advanced imaging
capabilities.
“There is never a good time to do construction work in a top-performing hospital,” Brisebois said. “The team has to be very customer-oriented and remember we’re a hospital first and construction site second.”
In March 2015, JE Dunn Construction began construction of the vertical
expansion on the patient tower, which added two floors and a rooftop
mechanical room. Orchestrating the on-site construction activity for the
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PHOTOS: Frank Ooms
OPENING ART TOP:
Swedish Medical Center’s completed vertical
expansion of the ninth and 10th floors
OPENING ART BOTTOM:.
Nurse’s station on the new 10th floor addition
of hospital tower.
ABOVE:
Critical Care Unit lobby on the newly
renovated fourth floor in the main building
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vertical expansion was Adam Gross, superintendent for JE Dunn. “Ensuring we had a good logistics plan was critical to maintaining the
client experience,” said Gross. “All the work was overhead, so safety for
patients below was a big concern.” Crews installed a 20-foot-tall canopy to create a 2,000-square-foot area for pedestrian safety and to create
a drive lane and sidewalk for access. We installed a temporary roofing
system to prevent rain and moisture intrusion as the ninth and 10th
floors were constructed. After evaluating schedule options, HCA elected to close off the entire adjacent lower floor of the patient tower for
an eight-week period to allow for the work to be completed quickly
instead of keeping the floor operational and extending the construction duration of the vertical expansion. Concurrently, the team began
replacing the entire emergency power system while keeping patient
care operational. Crews demolished a portion of the existing central
utility plant to create a much larger footprint to accommodate three
2,500 kVA generators. Sequencing of utility shutdowns and decommissioning of the existing switch gear coincided with installation of
new equipment. During the most critical switchovers, the schedule
was managed on a minute-to-minute basis.
“We rely heavily on a team mentality and we involve our trade
partners on how to overcome the toughest issues,” said Gross. “We are
very fortunate that HCA values early involvement of subcontractor
input.” The team replaced one of the existing chillers during the winter when there was no demand for service. The new 600-ton chiller
was shipped in sections due to space constraints in the chiller room.
The new chiller was then reassembled on site by the mechanical contractor so it could be easily maneuvered into the chiller plant.
JE Dunn was also tasked with the infill of two floors below the Critical Care Unit of the hospital, which totaled 21,000 sf of core and shell
space. The area was in-filled in what was the old valet parking lot. To
the west of the infill area was the current loading dock, and on the
east is the main exit from the front door of the hospital. In order to
keep access and egress to the hospital in service, the crews constructed a temporary road to route traffic through the north half of the
CCU while also rerouting and tying in the facilities’ city ditch to the
perimeter of the building. All construction activities were strategically scheduled around Colorado’s water season and our other site
activities to avoid project delays. To maintain the hospital’s high expectation toward its clients’ experience required strategic planning of
all the logistics.
“We really had nowhere to go, so getting the trades to buy-in into
odd schedules (days and hours) was necessary for timely completion,”
Gross stated. “Our ask to the trade partners is to think about the patient first and the work second.”
The newest and future construction activities for Swedish are well
underway. Most health care projects will typically involve an addition
or expansion in the effort to expand their bed count. “The work the
team is completing today is rare,” Brisebois said. “It’s a major interior
renovation which touches several floors concurrently and the hospital is not adding a single bed.” Brisebois feels very fortune to have an
experienced team that understands the drill with health care work
and is extremely customer-oriented. He has a deep understanding of
the complexities project teams must deal with from his days on the
contractors’ side of the table working with HCA as his client. In response, Brisebois said, “The first day is always very simple because you
go in with a plan, but inevitably the plan will change.”
As the Perkins+Will team members discuss the future master planning for the Swedish campus, they keep an adaptable and flexible
attitude. Frazier leverages the team’s on-site knowledge to gain an understanding of what happens day-to-day, hour-by-hour as she leads
the next major planning efforts for HCA.
“You can’t know the existing issues until you’re in it,” Frazier said.
“You just stare into another solution on the fly and be as resilient and
adaptable with problem solving.”\\

Gables Old Town North

www.hcm2.com
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Hidden Lake
Homes:
Doing More with Less

I

n a report commissioned by the Jefferson
County Human Services Department entitled
“Aging Well in Jefferson County Colorado,” officials state the county is expected to continue to
have the largest population of seniors of any county in the state. In this long-term strategic plan that
covers 2015-2020, one of the main concerns cited is the
lack of affordable housing for seniors. Major barriers
Brian
to entry identified are longer permitting processes for
Weinmaster
rezoning in the redevelopment of properties and the
President
increased competition for funding affordable housing
and CEO, Alliance Conprojects through the Colorado Housing and Finance Austruction
thority.
Solutions
The Hidden Lake Homes affordable housing project in
Westminster faced these challenges and more when it first took shape
back in 2015. Set on a 4-acre site that was formerly the Shoenberg Dairy
Farm, there was a complicated two-year rezoning process for the project
due to its inclusion in a larger, master-planned project, according to Elizabeth Johnson, AIA, at EJ Architecture – the architect of record for the
project. In addition, there were 31 applications received by CHFA for the
Low Income Housing Tax Credit allocation in 2015, seeking $28 million in
housing credits. Hidden Lake was one of 14 developments awarded that
year, with nearly $1.19 million in annual LIHTC credits for the 72-unit,
three-story project.
With a projected construction cost of $12.8 million, the developer, Jefferson County Housing Authority (JCHA) worked together with Medici
Consulting Group, the owner’s representative, to secure multiple funding partners to provide eight units at 30 percent area median income –
which was $79,000 in Jefferson County in 2015 – 15 at 40 percent AMI, 29 at
50 percent AMI and 20 units at 60 percent AMI per the LIHTC tax credit.
For affordable housing projects, like Hidden Lake Homes, where funding is at the forefront, preconstruction services and team dynamics also
increase in importance to support the project’s main goals. Shannon
Sperry, owner’s representative for JCHA, commented, “When we were
managing the RFP process for contractor selection back in October of
2015, we focused on the quality of preconstruction services and ensuring
the personalities of the construction team were a good fit to be a true
partner for the owner.”
Jeremy Nothdurft, executive vice president and principal-in-charge
of the Hidden Lake Homes project at Alliance Construction Solutions,
echoed this sentiment when describing Alliance’s approach. “Preconstruction budgets must be right on target, because the projects do not
have much leeway once tax credits are received and funding sources are
in place. Additionally, subcontractor selection and partnering early in
the process is key.” These upfront efforts proved beneficial when long
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PHOTOS: Alliance Construction

Solutions

OPENING ART:
Front entrance of Hidden Lake
Homes
ABOVE LEFT:
Southeast side view of Hidden
Lake Homes apartments
ABOVE RIGHT:
Northeast corner of the
apartments
BOTTOM:
View from the second-floor
communal deck
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lead materials and subcontractor workforce management became challenges
that the team had to overcome. “Alliance maintained a strong line of communication from the superintendent down to the subs to maintain the construction
schedule and stay within the owner-stated budget,” Sperry said.
Despite the focus on financing and budgets for Hidden Lake Homes, Sperry
emphasized a “respect doctrine” that guided the project team, such that, “Our goal
is to build someone a high-quality product that he/she would be proud to live
in, and ultimately do more with less.” Hidden Lake Homes offers several quality
amenities, including a two-way fireplace in the community area that integrates
the interior to the exterior and allows for about 45,000 square feet of community
space, instead of a closed off interior community room. “We have tried to capture
a ‘Farmhouse Modern’ feel in the design … with a large porch and fireplace. We
[also] have a roof deck with amazing views and lots of common space that will
host a variety of functions,” Johnson said.
The design and construction team worked together with the city of Westminster to do more with less on the Hidden Lake Homes project.
“It was certainly a team effort to understand and implement the housing authority principles to drive this project forward. The city of Westminster has been
supportive and is attuned to the safety and comfort of its residents,” Sperry said.
The 73,400-sf building includes 42 one-bedroom units and 30 two-bedroom
units, and was completed in July. \\
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Crossroads
Commerce Park

A

Newmark Knight Frank

t the junction of Interstates 70 and 25,
Crossroads Commerce Park looks to be
a pioneer in driving the development of
the northern Denver industrial real estate market. Six of the 10 buildings planned for the
1 million-square-foot industrial park have been completed, with a seventh nearly ready to begin construction. The development offers a mix of speculative and
Chris Strawn
build-to-suit options, with building sizes ranging from
Principal,
17,000 to 376,000 sf with cross-dock, front-park/frontWare
load and front-park/rear-load designs. A project over 10
Malcomb
years in the making, Crossroads Commerce Park marks a
significant achievement in the effort to redevelop Denver’s Globeville neighborhood by reclaiming a former
brownfield site once heavily polluted by the smelting industry.
Home of the ASARCO smelter for over 120 years, the site sat untouched
until 2011, when site remediation began to address both soils and water,
including ground water monitoring.
We also designed brand new infrastructure including roadways and
utilities to prepare the site for the new development.
The process required extensive coordination with several agencies and
organizations, including the Environmental Protection Agency, Colorado
Department of Public Health and Environment, Colorado Department
of Transportation, Adams County, the city and county of Denver, and the
Elyria-Swansea-Globeville Neighborhood Association.
Trammell Crow Co. purchased the site with the plans to develop the
Class A industrial park.
“The location of the site offered a rare opportunity for an infill development of this magnitude, just minutes from downtown Denver,” said to
Ann Sperling, senior director with Trammell Crow Co. Principal Global
Investors is an investment partner with TCC on Crossroads.
With site remediation completed by the land seller, the team worked
to bring the rest of the project to life. Design firm Ware Malcomb was
hired to provide master planning and architectural design services for
the project, bringing significant industrial project experience in the Denver area. Jansen Strawn was retained to provide civil engineering services
including infrastructure design for the entire park, along with entitlement and development plan processing for the specific buildings on the
Adams County and Denver portions of the property.
“The site presented us with numerous challenges,” said Matt Chaiken,
principal of the Ware Malcomb’s Denver office. “The site spanned two
counties, had significant grade changes, and required completely new
utilities, roads, traffic signals and sidewalks.” Above the site, he added,
“High transmission power lines limited the height and placement of the
buildings.” The improvements added considerable public improvements
to the neighborhood, including new circulation and landscaping in an
area that had been fenced and an eyesore for years.
Additional considerations included utilities coordination with multiple agencies and designing infrastructure for a variety of industrial
building types over a 58.5-net-acre site.
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Murray & Stafford Inc.

OPENING ART:
Crossroads Commerce Park
Building 1
ABOVE:
Crossroads Commerce Park
Buildings 1, 2, 3 & 4
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The project team navigated these challenges and brought the project to completion on schedule and within budget.
“We were already very familiar with the ASARCO site, having explored several master planning schemes over the past decade even before remediation
was completed,” Chaiken said. “Combined with our understanding of the Denver
commercial real estate market and our expertise in industrial building and site
design, we were well-positioned to fulfill our client’s vision.”
Ware Malcomb and Jansen Strawn’s long history of working together, as well
as both firm’s experience with the site, put us in a great position to succeed. Ware
Malcomb acquired Denver-based Jansen Strawn in 2016.
It is evident that the project team’s hard work has paid off. Crossroads Commerce Park was recently named the 2017 Infill Project of the Year by the Urban
Land Institute’s Colorado Chapter, as well as the 2016 Industrial Development of
the Year by the Colorado Chapter of NAIOP, the Commercial Real Estate Development Association.
“It is an honor that the work of everyone involved in Crossroads Commerce
Park has been recognized with these prestigious awards,” Sperling said. “The community will reap the benefits of this project far into the future.”
Indeed, the project has already made a significant impact. The former ASARCO
site no longer sits as a brownfield to be avoided, and has taken on a new role as
the site of a bustling industrial hub. With Crossroads Commerce Park already
leased to high-profile national e-commerce and distribution tenants, as well as
three build-to-suit projects for user-owners completed with a fourth to begin
construction in August, the project has provided an economic boost to the local
economy, providing new jobs in addition to tax revenue.
The success of Crossroads Commerce Park has shown the Globeville area to be
a viable industrial real estate market, paving the way for several similar projects
nearby. As developers continue to show interest in the area, all signs point upward for the growth of the I-25 Northern Denver real estate market. \\
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The Lion Comes
to Life in Vail
PHOTOS: Michelle Meunier Photography

W

hat was once The Lionshead Inn during
the 1970s is now part of the billion-dollar
renewal to the Town of Vail. The Lion is
310,789 square feet of luxury residential
units and underground parking – a gateway to Lionshead Village and nestled within the Vail Valley.
The project was developed years ago but was put
on hold in 2006 due to slowing economic conditions. Now, some years later, The Lion is the largest project in Colorado’s central mountains within
the past decade. PCL Construction built and OZ Architecture designed the project, which includes 65
private residential units, seven of which are penthouses, one employee housing unit, three levels of
underground parking, an indoor pool, and both an
indoor and outdoor Jacuzzi.
Continued on Page 75
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\ The Lion Comes to Life in Vail \
Continued from Page 72
The exterior design from OZ captures a modern take on the Bavarian manor house with a
stone base, natural wood trusses and modern
lines.
OZ Principal Eduardo Illanes coins the look
as, “Alpine Modern,” blending the mountain
getaway with an urban-feel that is in synch
with the surrounding Lionshead community.
Materials such as copper, stucco and natural
cedar impart European styling and are reflective of forty years of Vail tradition.
Large windows in each unit take advantage
of the natural surroundings providing expansive views of the valley. Interior comforts are
reflected in fine design details such as open
floor plans and luxury materials. The residencies are clean and contemporary, with plenty
of natural light and vaulted ceilings.\\
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Colorado State
Stadium:
Rams
Charge Back
to Campus

Lane Brugman

WORDS: Eric Peterson

A

fter 48 years, Colorado State
University’s football team
is coming home. The Rams
played for the last time at
off-campus Hughes Stadium
in late 2016, after 262 games,
not to mention a few gigs by the Rolling
Stones, Bob Dylan and other rock legends.
It can be hard to turn the page, but the
shiny, new Colorado State Stadium is undeniably slick. The $220 million, 41,000seat venue came in on schedule easily in
time for the first kickoff Aug. 26.
Bringing the stadium back to campus
isn’t about football alone, says CSU Athletic Director Joe Parker.
“Playing football on campus provides
the largest engagement opportunity for
the university six times each year,” he says.
“Alumni who come to football games will
be back on campus, walking in the same
places they walked as students and showing their families this beautiful campus.
Something that is very exciting is to see
people experience the stadium for the
first time in person, and to see that something very special has been built here.”
Like football, the project was ultimately
based on teamwork.
“We have had a really strong team in
place from the start with our design partner Populous, our construction partner
Mortenson and our owner’s representation with ICON Venue Group, and then
all the internal resources on campus,” says
Parker. “We did a lot of planning and kept
a lot of strong communication throughout the process of construction, so it has
been, in my estimation, a nearly flawless
execution of a very complex plan.”
Gene Hodge, vice president of project
development for Mortenson’s Denver Operating Group, seconds that notion.
“I think everybody works pretty well
together,” Hodge says of the team, noting
that Populous and Mortenson have colSEPTEMBER 2017 \ BUILDING DIALOGUE \ 77
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laborated on a number of sports venues. “We spent a lot of
time as a team looking at what options were available.
“For a $220 million project, a 20-month schedule is super
fast,” Hodge says of the challenges. “It’s a combination of castin-place, precast and steel, so it’s a challenge to schedule.”
But the schedule was maintained throughout construction, and part of it was the team’s vast experience building
sporting venues, he adds. ICON and Populous are both focused on stadiums and arenas for professional and college
teams, and Mortenson has built more stadiums than any
other contractor, including such marquee projects as the
78 / BUILDING DIALOGUE / SEPTEMBER 2017

Minnesota Vikings new U.S. Bank Stadium in Minneapolis
and the Golden State Warriors under-construction Chase
Center in San Francisco.
But Colorado State Stadium was a special one for Mortenson, says Hodge.
“We’re extremely active with CSU. I think we have 75 or 80
alumni” – including the project engineer, Cameron Moss, a
former tight end for the Rams.
Beyond the alumni connection, the multipurpose vision
distinguishes the project, he adds.
“They looked at it as not just a football stadium, but a cata-

\ Colorado State Stadium: Rams Charge Back to Campus \
OPENING ART:
Testing the lights on the field
FAR LEFT:
The indoor club area features views of
the CSU campus. Courtesy Tim O’Hara
TOP RIGHT:
Installation of the Rams seats on the
west side of the stadium prior to turf
installation.
BOTTOM CENTER:
Suite-level lobbies. Courtesy Tim O’Hara
BOTTOM RIGHT:
Player's lounge. Courtesy Tim O’Hara

PROJECT TEAM
lyst for the growth and development of the university, which was a pretty
interesting take,” Moss says. “They’re looking to use it 365 days a year.”
Myron Chase, the project’s architect with Populous, says the trickiest task
might have been balancing football uses with other university functions.
“You’re designing a stadium for 40,000 people, but you’re also designing
it for day-to-day use,” says Chase, citing the 80,000-square-foot Alumni and
Academic Center on the east side. “It’s not just a seven- or eight-day-a-year
venue.”
Chase has worked on stadiums his entire career, including University of
Minnesota TCF Bank Stadium and University of Phoenix Stadium, home
of the Arizona Cardinals. After completing a master plan for Colorado State
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GENERAL CONTRACTOR:

Mortenson
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ICON Venue Group

Dan Loosbrock, senior director for ICON Venue Group in Greenwood Village, says Colorado
State Stadium was different than most of the
company’s venue projects. “First of all, it’s one of
the rare new college facilities,” says Loosbrock.
“Universities typically try to renovate or update
their facilities. It’s not very often that there’s a
new building.”
He highlights the outdoor coach’s terrace,
the New Belgium Porch and the Orthopaedic &
Dan Loosbrock
Spine Center of the Rockies Field Club. Of the
last of the three, Loosbrock says, “With roll-up garage doors, it’s an
indoor/outdoor space right on the 50-yard line, right at field level.”
The front of the Porch bar is just 7 yards from the back of the end
zone, he adds. “You’re pretty close,” he laughs.
“It takes a special relationship with local partners,” he says of successful stadium projects. With Populous and Mortenson, the entire
team “plays in this sandbox quite often.”
Loosbrock spent nearly a decade with Mortenson before joining
ICON, so he says he has a unique understanding of their stadium
experience.
“When you get this type of group together, everybody has a very
high level of expectations,” says Loosbrock. “We have one of the best
clients I’ve ever worked with [in CSU]. They were very motivated to
make decisions and provide feedback.”
There were no major hiccups during construction. “Even with the
experience this team has, you still expect some bumps along the
way.” He says the smooth process was the only way the team finished
on time with the 20-month schedule.
Big upcoming projects for ICON include the stadium for the Las
Vegas Raiders and the update to Key Arena in Seattle.
“We’ve also been selected by CSU to work on their buildings at the
new National Western Center [in Denver],” says Loosbrock. “That’s a
great partnership with CSU we’ve been able to grow.”
Loosbrock says it’s difficult to watch a horde of rowdy fans come
into a “pristine and new” stadium for the first kickoff. “You take so
much care making sure things are ready for 41,000 people to show
up,” he says. “I have to get over that.”

TOP
A detail shot of the green and gold
Rams seats
BOTTOM
Locker room with lighted Rams logo
Courtesy Tim O’Hara
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Stadium in 2012, Chase and this team started working on the stadium design in
2013. He says the goal was “making this fit in with the rest of campus,” taking
cues from “vernacular and vocabulary” of the prevailing mid-century modern architecture and using similar building materials. “Colorado sandstone is
prominent on campus so we used a lot of it,” he says. “We really looked at the
campus buildings.”
He highlights another notable feature in a craft-beer bar, the New Belgium
Porch on the north end of the stadium. “The hope is to have it open on nongame days,” says Chase. “The weather’s beautiful, they have mountain views,
there are great beers.”
Chase labels it as one of the smoothest projects of his career.
“There are always budget challenges, but with the collaborative process
working with CSU and ICON and Mortenson, and the back and forth, we were
able to get them what they wanted,” he says.
CSU's Parker agrees, and loves the finished product.
“We have, in many ways, built the best stadium in America, for this university, for our fans, for our football program, and for everybody who will enter and
experience this facility on a year-round basis,” he says. \\
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Life Moves Pretty Fast
Jim Johnson, CEO of GE Johnson
Construction, reflects on the firm’s 50 years
of successful evolution through changing
tides and building a business
WORDS: Sean O’Keefe

L

ife moves pretty fast – if you don’t stop and look around once in a while you could
miss it. The famous counsel given to Generation X by Farris Buhler in 1986 always
seems to take a minute to settle in, but that’s the point. Fifty years from GE Johnson
Construction Co.’s 1967 founding, Chief Executive Officer Jim Johnson also finds benefit in reflection.
“My father’s original vision for the company was to simply provide for a family
and chase the American dream,” says Johnson, elaborating that, by founder Gil Johnson’s math,
$8 million in annual revenue was the magic number. Established at about the beginning of
a Colorado Springs’ population boom, the business exceeded the $8 million goal in just its
fourth year, initially thriving in the hard-bid K-12 market while picking up office and manufacturing facility projects regionally. GE Johnson quickly earned a reputation for quality and
integrity while gaining confidence on larger public projects like the Colorado Springs Fine
Arts Center in 1970 and Pikes Peak Community College in 1975.
As Gil Johnson’s business and children grew, Jim, the third of four children in the family,
recalled that though construction was in his blood he wasn’t always sure he was destined
to take over the family business.
“My father wasn’t the first in our family to start a construction company,” continues
Johnson. “Many of my ancestors were contractors, but history shows that when they died,
their businesses died, and nothing was ever passed on.” Jim, however, had a natural passion for construction – enjoying the physical nature and comradery of hard work, outdoors in Colorado. Most importantly, even as a teenager, through construction Jim was
able to measure the progress made in each day’s work with a sense of accomplishment.
By the mid-1970s, GE Johnson’s portfolio had grown to include strong practices in
health care, high-tech environments and hospitality. One notable early accomplishment was the 150-room, $8.6 million Broadmoor West Hotel, the largest project in the
firm’s history to that point. That relationship extended a full 40 years forward, when
the Broadmoor selected GE Johnson to complete a 27-week, ultrafast renovation and
addition of the West Complex in 2014.
Jim graduated with a degree in construction science from Kansas State University
while spending summers and holiday breaks on projects in the field. He invested his early 20s gaining independent professional experience working for a large
general contractor doing projects across Texas and Louisiana before coming back
to the family business in 1986. Joining the firm as an estimator, Jim saw a lot of
different jobs in a short period of time. Yet, as he learned the intricacies of pricing
the work, he yearned rather to spend his time in the field building it. Eventually,
he was put in charge of overseeing concrete pours and tilt-up construction on
an RTD job as an assistant superintendent. From there Jim managed to spend a
few quality years simply building work alongside subcontractors and laborers
before his natural project management abilities and engineering degree eventually dragged him back to the office. GE Johnson’s work in the ’80s includes
the iconic One DTC office building completed in 1985 and The Park Hyatt
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Beaver Creek, developed by East West Partners in 1989.
The early 1990s marked a turning point for the company,
Jim recalls, a moment where GE Johnson Construction actually did stop and look around.
“We had plenty of success. Honestly it was due to hard
work, integrity, treating people right – all the common-sense
stuff in building a business,” says Johnson. “We needed to figure out who we were and what we were best at as a company
in order to establish a true identity.” After some self-exploration, GE Johnson made a commitment to being a negotiated
contractor – a preconstruction expert capable of delivering
greater value and performance through guidance during a
project’s design decision making process. Investing in client
relationships was central, but the committed direction also
meant increased investments in both people and technolo84 / BUILDING DIALOGUE / SEPTEMBER 2017

gy. In 1993, GE Johnson began assigning desktop computers
to staff, several years ahead of the construction industry in
general. One of the company’s signature accomplishments
of the ’90s was bringing its new brand of innovative preconstruction services to rural communities on projects like the
Montrose Memorial Hospital and the St. Johns Medical Center in Jackson, Wyoming.
Sadly, just as the firm was reaching its 30th anniversary, Gil
Johnson was diagnosed with cancer. It was understood that
the already in-progress transition from father to son had to
be accelerated.
“He gave me the keys to the car, but told me not to leave
the garage,” Jim chuckles fondly at being named president in
1997, while Gil remained behind him on big decisions. Realizing he didn’t have the legal or financial expertise needed to

\ Life Moves Pretty Fast \
OPENING ART:
GE Johnson built the Park
Hyatt Beaver Creek, which
was developed by East West
Partners in 1989.
FAR LEFT:
Interior of Broadmoor West
Tower renovation: Building
on a 40-year relationship,
GE Johnson completed
a 27-week renovation
and addition of the West
Complex in 2014.
TOP CENTER:
U.S. Olympic Training
Center is a ‘90s era GE
Johnson project.
BOTTOM CENTER:
All in the family: Gil and
Jim Johnson
BOTTOM RIGHT:
GE Johnson’s work in the
1980s includes the iconic
One DTC office building
completed in 1985.
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LEFT:
GE Johnson CEO Jim Johnson reflects
on 50 years.
RIGHT:
Tim Redfern, an employee-owner,
joined the company in the mid-80s as
a carpenter’s apprentice, working his
way through the ranks.
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manage the large operation the firm had become,
Jim sought new types of business professionals
to support him. After three years with Jim at the
helm, Gil passed in 2000 and GE Johnson Construction, a family held business of 33 years, was ready to
evolve.
“I transitioned the company to an employee-owned
business,” Johnson shares proudly. “To be competitive I
knew we needed to grow the company and I felt like making the employees
the biggest beneficiaries of the firm’s hard work made sense.”
Tim Redfern is an employee-owner, one of many longtime employees
who has earned Jim’s deepest trust by sticking with him through the transition. Redfern joined the company in the mid-80s as a carpenter’s apprentice,
working his way through the ranks. He began leading high-profile projects
in the ’90s including the U.S. Olympic Training Center expansion beginning
in 1992, his first project as superintendent.
“It’s great to be able to look back over more than 30 years with the same
outfit and feel like I’ve helped build a lot more than just buildings,” says
Redfern, now a senior superintendent. “I look at our list of superintendents
and see lots of guys I brought up. It feels good to know I helped these people
become respected professionals who can build anything there is.”
In the years since the transition to employee-owned, GE Johnson has
continued to ride industry and economic tides, including the recession,
new alternative delivery strategies, and the constant struggle to maintain
high-quality subcontractors and skilled labor on projects spread across Colorado, Wyoming, Oklahoma and Kansas.
“Taking the company nonunion in 2009 had to be the bravest decision
we’ve made as an employee-owned business,” says Johnson confidently. “The
trust between the field staff and superintendents who selflessly mentored
so many guys compelled people to choose to invest their futures here rather
than with a union.”
Today the challenge of skilled labor availability remains, and GE Johnson once again is aiming to make an impact on the individual level where
change takes root. In 2016, The GE Johnson Construction Company Community Foundation awarded $250,000 to Pikes Peak Community College Foundation and the Foundation for Colorado Community Colleges to create a
pipeline of future skilled workers to Colorado’s construction industry, while
providing scholarships to students at rural community colleges statewide. It
also is investing in getting vocational trade programs back into local high
schools and has partnered with several Colorado school districts to rebuild
curriculums by providing guidance and resources.
“Today we are building all kinds of exciting projects,” say Johnson. From
Agilent’s high-tech pharmaceutical manufacturing project in Frederick, to a
29-story mixed-use high-rise for Shea Properties and the Pikes Peak Summit
Complex, which will welcome 750,000 visitors a year, GE Johnson is building
a bit of everything.
“Tim is back home with an old client building the new U.S. Olympic Museum in Colorado Springs, continuing a relationship he started for all of us
some 25 years ago,” says Johnson with a nod toward Redfern. “It’s important
to stop and reflect on 50 years of hard work and success. I’m grateful that GE
Johnson is still family.”\\
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Two Hilton Hotel
Brands Arrive in
Boulder

For one CU alum, it’s a
homecoming years in the making
WORDS: : Kevin Criss

I

t’s a blue sky Colorado day and Jim Johnson, founding partner of
Denver’s Johnson Nathan Strohe architecture and design firm,
is sitting across the street from the two-hotel project he’s been
spearheading in central Boulder.
Asked what he’s most proud of with this project, Johnson responds without a second of hesitation, as if he’s been pondering the
question for a while.
“This project gives me a huge sense of pride because it’s a professional homecoming,” he says looking at the project. “I first started
studying architecture in 1971 up on the hill at the university, got my
environmental design degree, then my Master of Architecture. To be
here when the building is being framed and look up at the Flatirons
and the campus and all, and think about how much I’ve learned
about hotels since I was a young college student in Boulder, well, it’s
just really very gratifying.”
Johnson is the architect as well as the interior designer of both the
Embassy Suites and Hilton Garden Inn that will cover a nearly twoblock span west of 28th Street on the north side of Canyon Boulevard,
walking distance to Folsom Field and downtown Boulder.
And he has certainly learned a few things about the hospitality industry, having designed more than 80 hotels in a stellar 41-year career.
This project? It’ll be his firm’s largest ever.
At approximately 167,000 square feet, five stories and two below-grade parking levels, the Embassy Suites will feature 206 guest
rooms, a 6,500-square-foot ballroom – the largest in Boulder – and
Brickstone’s Kitchen and Bar, which not only will cater to hotel guests
but to Boulder’s foodies as well. The Hilton Garden Inn will be five
stories, 94,000 square feet, and feature 178 guest rooms, the Garden
Grille restaurant and a courtyard. Both hotels will share an expansive
outdoor pool and plaza.
Johnson Nathan Strohe’s clients on these properties are Sage Hospitality and NAI Shames Makovsky, and construction is by Milender
White Construction.

Replacing Pieces of ‘Old Boulder’

Since the 1950s, the Boeve family had owned and operated the Best
Western Golden Buff Lodge at this location and The Buff restaurant,
located on the grounds, was a beloved breakfast and lunch institution. (In 2014, The Buff Restaurant moved into a newer, larger location
right across the street at 2600 Canyon Blvd. It remains a Boulder favorite today.)
Boulder developer Scott Pederson purchased the property from the
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Boeves in 2012 and then reached a development agreement
with Lou Della Cava, who owned the building just to the
east. That building just happened to be the legendary Eads
News and Smoke Shop, a Boulder landmark since 1913. Della
Cava is currently building a mixed-use office building in
this location.
In 2012, Pederson transferred his rights to Denver’s NAI
90 / BUILDING DIALOGUE / SEPTEMBER 2017

Shames Makovsky, a full-service commercial real estate
firm. Founder Evan Makovsky, a 40-year veteran in commercial real estate, has been hailed as an “urban hero” for
his redevelopment and preservations efforts in Denver.
In late 2012, Shames Makovsky teamed up with Sage
Hospitality, Johnson Nathan Strohe and Millender White
thanks to their extensive past working relationship, and to-

/ Two Hilton Hotel Brands Arrive in Boulder/
OPENING ART:
Embassy Suites and Hilton Garden Inn
cover a nearly two-block span at 28th Street
and Canyon Boulevard. Courtesy Michelle
Meunier Photography
FAR LEFT:
View of Hilton Garden Inn from 27th Place
CENTER:
Embassy Suites as seen from Canyon
Boulevard
BOTTOM LEFT:
Embassy Suites nears completion. Courtesy
Michelle Meunier Photography

gether they worked with Della Cava and the city of Boulder
to figure out the best solution for the parcel.
According to Johnson, “There was some consolidation
and some movement of property lines to accommodate the
office building, and then we had to figure out the parking.”
It was decided that in addition to the hotels, a two-story underground parking structure would work best with
Della Cava’s office sharing the first level of parking with
the hotels. After clearing the Boulder Planning Board with
a unanimous vote, a formal groundbreaking for the hotel
development was held April 28, 2015.

Smooth Sailing with the City

The city of Boulder, which can be a challenge for any
developer, proved to be smooth sailing for all parties involved.
“It has been and continues to be a great experience working with the city of Boulder,” says Johnson. “Their aspirations for high-quality urban design and architecture help
set the bar higher for us. They deserve credit for making
sure the building is designed the building is designed extremely well and that we’re using high-quality materials.”
“This project has been uniquely designed and programmed to meet the extensive requirements of the city of
Boulder,” according to Walter Isenberg, president and CEO
of Sage Hospitality. “We’re excited to bring this product to
the Boulder market. It will fit well with the demands of CU,
Boulder and the central Boulder scene.”
Kathleen Bates, dual general manager for Embassy Suites
and Hilton Garden Inn with Sage Hospitality, (and a huge
CU Buff fan like Johnson), agrees that these hotels will be
perfect for Boulder.
“These hotels really complement what’s needed here,”
says Bates. “Travelers coming into this market will find
that these properties fill many of their needs. We’re going

to have the largest ballroom in Boulder to house a lot of
events that have typically gone outside of Boulder because
there hasn’t been enough space. Sage did feasibility studies
on the market and we found these hotels really make sense
for the area and we’re super excited to introduce them to
Boulder.”

Solutions Below Grade

While the hotels will be located just beyond the Boulder’s 100-year floodplain, when it came time to dig for the
two-story underground parking garage, groundwater became a more pressing issue for Milender White.
“Groundwater at this location is at 10 feet and we had
to go down 40 feet,” says Adam Mack, executive vice president construction for Milender White. “So, we employed a
construction method called secant piles, which isolated the
entire property from the groundwater. We drilled 574 overlapping caissons in all to make an envelope around the
property. Those caissons were then faced with a shotcrete
and a waterproofing to appear as concrete walls. They serve
both as a water barrier and as a finished product.”
According to Mack and Johnson, the plans for the parking structure evolved as they collaborated with Sage Hospitality and Makovsky. It soon became clear that there was
a desire to put more than just mechanical systems and the
laundry room down there.
“Because of the focus on the pedestrian orientation in
and around the building, we placed all the loading docks,
trash, employee break rooms and boiler rooms below
grade, which is actually something that Evan (Makovsky)
insisted upon,” Johnson says. “It wasn't necessarily required
by the city of Boulder, but its net effect is very positive in
my opinion.
“We made the garages deeper than they would have been
otherwise. We have turning radii to work with in terms of
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accommodating the trash and recycling companies here in Boulder. It’s
unique and it gives Kathleen (Bates) the opportunity to keep the back-ofhouse functions separated from the front of house – the public realm. It
means there’s really no back door on either of these two buildings.”

The Look and Feel of Boulder

According to Johnson, Mack and Bates, from the beginning they have
been focused on creating hotels that are not only on-brand, but hotels that
will fit in with the urban fabric of Boulder.
“Sage has a great visionary approach to creating these unique, high-quality hotels,” says Johnson. “It was important that the architecture and design
for each hotel represent the Hilton brand, while also providing an original
experience that felt unique to Boulder.”
To achieve that Boulder aesthetic, inside each hotel Johnson Nathan
Strohe utilized a blend of organic materials such as wood and stone alongside warm metals like natural copper and bronze. The skin of the hotels
will feature a mix of stucco and red sandstone (a Boulder signature if there
ever was one) quarried from Lyons, just 17 miles up the road.
According to Bates and Johnson, Sage’s flexibility with their design standards is what allowed for the architecture to take on a “Boulder” look, instead of a cookie-cutter approach.
“These hotels are going to go way beyond the brands,” says Bates. “Each
has a real boutique feel in many ways including the display of local artwork, mostly works from CU alumni, faculty and students. We will also
be supporting the community by adopting the zero waste initiative that
is very important to the mayor and the city. Sage felt it was important to
support the values that are meaningful to Boulder and show we want to be
a larger part of this great community.”

What You Don’t Hear, Matters
ABOVE:
Construction nears completion in
Boulder. Courtesy Michelle Meunier
Photography

With the location being in one of the noisiest areas in the city, soundproofing is just one of the details that Johnson Nathan Strohe, Milender
White and Sage Hospitality have been focused on.
“I can tell you that Sage has put every last detail and focus into selling a
good night’s sleep,” says Mack. “That starts with absolute quiet and the STC
ratings. They have held us to a high standard and we are designing and
achieving that in the field.” (Sound Transmission Class is an integer rating
of how well a building partition attenuates airborne sound.)
White said that a good night’s sleep is critical to not only the business
traveler but to the leisure traveler as well. And with 28th Street and a shopping mall to the east, and shopping centers next door and across the street,
(not to mention one of Boulder’s busiest streets right out front), it was essential to meet the challenge of providing a quiet sleeping environment.

Focused on the Finish

PROJECT TEAM
DEVELOPERS:

Sage Hospitality and
NAI Shames Makovsky
GENERAL CONTRACTOR:

Milender White Construction
ARCHITECT:

Johnson Nathan Strohe
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Thirty months into this project, Mack says they have excavated 85,000
cubic yards of soil, poured 21,000 cubic yards of concrete and by the time
things wrap up they will have 1.4 million man hours utilized to create the
hotel.
According to Byron White, President and CEO of Milender White (and
a fellow University of Colorado alum), the project is “tracking six weeks
ahead of the contractual completion date and is coming in under budget.”
Considering the tight site conditions, zero lot line and being on an insanely busy street corner, these accomplishments seem all the more impressive.
Back on the sunny deck across the street from the project site, Johnson
decides to add to his original answer about pride with a nod to design.
“In terms of the actual design of the building, the thing that I’m the most
proud of is the way that the two hotels are going to fit with the campus
and the office building and its connectivity to the neighboring commercial and residential areas. It’s such a big project, but it will really fit into the
urban fabric and the style of architecture. They are going to be beautiful
additions to Boulder.”\\

Postcards

Design Concepts:
Bellevue, Washington
PARTNERS
VISION AND FUNDRAISING
PROVIDED BY:

Rotary Club of Bellevue

GENERAL CONTRACTOR:

Ohno Construction

SCULPTED CONCRETE ARTIST:

ID Sculpture

D

esigned by Design Concepts, Bellevue, Washington’s Inspiration Playground
is a completely accessible and inclusive play environment. The theme of
the park is “whimsical nature” and it is filled with sensory experiences to
enrich engagement for children with physical or developmental challenges.
An interactive lighted wisdom tree welcomes all into the park, grade changes
enable wheelchair access throughout all levels of the playground, including the
custom climbing wall and site overlook. Children can study the play area from
quiet areas around the park. An accessible water play area with waterfall and
carved water table invite participation, and magic and imagination abound.\\
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WATER FEATURE ARTIST:

Chevo Studios
ARCHITECT:

Anderson Hallas Architects PC
MECHANICAL ENGINEER:

Enginuity Systems, LLC

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS:

AE Design Group

Landmarks
Minnequa Steel Works Office Building & Dispensary Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.
(Steelworks Museum of Industry and Culture)
215 and 225 Canal St.
State Register 8/8/2001,
National Register
6/6/2002, 5PE.4179
The Mission Revival-style buildings at
the Colorado Fuel &
Iron Co.’s Minnequa
Steel Works illustrate
the growth of what
became the largest
single employer in
the Pueblo region.
They reflect the rapid
improvements made
to accommodate support services for the
steel plant as it grew
to become one of the
largest iron and steel
plants in the United
States by 1906.
Prominent Denver
architect Frederick H.

Sterner designed the
original 1901 office
building and 1902
dispensary. Pueblo
architects continued
the Mission style,
with William Stickney designing the 1921
addition to the office
building and Walter
DeMordaunt the 1926
addition to the dispensary. The Bessemer
Historical Society is
working to rehabilitate
the historic buildings
for use in its interpretive program. (1999
photograph.)
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Colorado’s Premier Commercial Design and Construction Magazine
Building Dialogue, a quarterly, four-color magazine, is mailed with the Colorado Real Estate Journal newspaper, a
4,000-plus distribution that includes developers/owners, contractors, architects, engineers, interior designers, landscape
architects and end users/tenant rep brokers. The magazine caters specifically to the AEC industry, including features on
projects and people, as well as highlighting trends in design, construction, development and more.
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Helping Beautiful Spaces be Productive Workplaces
Workplace Acoustics
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